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Fall of the Nations - nations?
« Reply #5 on: July 02, 2009, 02:30:48 AM tz-US/NY »
As you read "Collapse & Dissolution: The Fall of the Nations",
(http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Fall%20of%20the%20Nations.pdf ) bear
in mind the level of programming that has been inlaid into the mass mind,
and into your mind.
Smart and dumb alike, historians, political leaders, media heads, etc.,
nearly everyone automatically repeats that such and such "fill in name of
nation" does this or that and has made such and such decisions. Think
about it for a minute! Who is it who really does "this or that" as a nation?
This is all illusion and falsehood. This illusion is maintained as
convenient to keep a society passively or actively supporting various
doings in the world -- all directives and goals of the top elite aimed at
global control.
So when you hear or read commentators saying that this nation does this
and that nation does that, think about who is really doing what and why.
Remember that all nations are composed of diverse social groupings that
are nearly always based upon memes that have been implanted and
cultivated by a very sophisticated hierarchy of interests under the general
direction of the powers that be.
Anyone and everyone can stop thinking like a controlled person and start
thinking as an individuation of a greater God consciousness in the process
of claiming its heritage and destiny as a vast spiritual being --one with
greater purpose to its existence than to be pushed and pulled and cajoled
and tricked by lesser entities of the darkness who are only good at creating
an illusion of power and stealing the energy of those they can trick.
-ASK
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Iran and Elections
« Reply #3 on: June 22, 2009, 11:48:19 PM tz-US/NY »

IRAN and the ELECTIONS:
A few thoughts on Iran and a complicated situation.
June 2009
Iran is a large country with a large and widely distributed population. There are
many historical and religious differences within Iran. That the country as a whole
has not succeeded in establishing itself as an open and free society with a civil
spirituality simply makes it that much easier for those who seek to control Iran
too seize a foothold and move forward. This is unfortunate from the perspective
of democratic governance and a civil spirituality, but it is the situation.
We are now in a period in which national sovereignties are a matter of
convenience to various interests of the top echelon of the powers that be –and
national populations are increasingly “disposable” in many respects.
Since the CIA coup against the democratically elected Mossadegh government,
and the re-installation of Pahlavi as “Shah”, the USA-focused global interests
gained a major foothold in the region, simultaneously shifting oil interests from
Anglo to USA –a “side goal” that has been on the USA-oriented global interests
since the early 1900’s when there were secret treaties giving the Anglo block
effective control over Mesopatamia oil.
The overthrow of nationalist democratic interests in Iran by the CIA coup of 1953
to the overthrow of the Shah, represents only one generation of active memory.
From the overthrow of the Shah to the present day represents merely one more
generation of memory, thus the public support for national sovereignty is strong
amongst the older and middle-aged portions of the population. The youngest
generations would represent a swing group that initially would support national
sovereignty, yet not necessarily the religious brand of it.
Ahmadinejad has come to represent a certain block of national sovereignty
interests in Iran. There are of course “other interests” within Iran, some of which
take the form and appearance of “religious differences”. Concerning high level of
Iran leadership and the “opposition”, there is the problem of the inroads of the
secret societies that are directly tied to the top global elite. At this point things
can get very murky. (PS: consider also that the present day Iranian leadership
is mostly playing a role on behalf of the real global powers that be and that the
so-called revolution post-Shah was likewise supported by such high level
interests.)
The hypocrisy of remarks from Obama and other allied global elite
representatives is “very interesting” to say the least, especially given the history of
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similar vote fraud and manipulations of the recent years, including those that
were set-up to give Obama the presidency. It is clear that the USA public has
been so well conditioned and pacified that there is little danger of civil strife over
the ongoing fake election results here.
Concerning the deliberately manipulated voting issues by those seeking to
overthrow Iran nationalist interests needs closer examination. On the one hand,
there is the very real matter of internal subversion by USA-Zionist centered
forces against the Iranian national sovereign interests that are presently
represented by the Ahmadinejad government.
There is another aspect that is being overlooked: Given that the global powersthat-be practice a very long term perspective and use long term planning that
spans generations, both the incumbent and leading opposition in Iran would be
used to create a staged drama that involves very real desires and passions of the
population (witness the very high voter turnout). This is not unlike the staged
drama of the Bush versus Gore or the Bush versus Kerry election frauds – But the
real fraud was deeper than sophisticated vote tampering and voting roll
manipulations. The main fraud was the complicity of the leading candidates
themselves in this stage drama for the public of the USA and the public of the
world, given the significance of the USA as the preferred base of operations for
the global elite in projecting their interests. (This is also of course why, when the
global situation is deteriorating as fast as it is, that TPTB can sacrifice the USA in
whatever ways they deem useful. After all, “they” have no true national base or
loyalties, only family sentimentalities.)
These “staged dramas” that involve the lives and existence of millions of people is
also seen in the background to the World Wars of the 20th century. The
deception of the “allies as good guys” fighting the fascist axis as “bad guys” was
carried out exceptionally well. Yes, there were very real differences in approach to
global power and more evil the axis block behaved, the easier it was to engage the
minds and lives of the rest of the world. But the fact is that the highest levels of
global powers supported all major sides. “They” supported major sides in many
revolutionary nationalist movements in Africa and C and S America, etc. as well.
There were, in certain countries, alliances made between Chinese and USA
supported forces versus those backed by the USSR brand. These are all
interconnected, not 100% unified, but all closely interconnected interests of a
small number. The game to them is “let’s see who can do what in the global
chessboard. If it serves “their” purposes to modify the USSR, they will do so.
Gorbachev was their preferred figure to represent this process. If the interest is
to shift China similarly, then pell-mell economic development of private
ownership is substituted. There are always those who passionately mean well
and usually are not clued in to the real operating rules of the matrix world. Such
individuals can be eliminated or moved aside and usually are.
Thus it can be seen that a “Fourth Reich” has succeeded in rise to power in the
USA and elsewhere, and that the “bad guys” in WW2 were not defeated, but
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merely morphed into a new modality. The 20th century was a period of the
creation, destruction and re-creation of nations as part of a larger pattern toward
global control. We are now living the final years of that process. What is different
now is that the powers-that-be also know that they too are running out of time
and thus are hastening the process while they have the opportunity.
-ASK
A little history from 1952
http://www.mohammadmossadegh.com/biography/
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Israel, USA, Iran, 9-11, and Move Toward War
« Reply #22 on: March 26, 2010, 01:08:56 AM tz-US/NY »

26 March 2010
Israel, USA, Iran, 9-11, and Move Toward War
NOTE: These remarks are a composite from recent email correspondence and
online audio/video interviews and articles, etc. They are included here because
the theme is the collapse and move to war. Some of my comments below may
seem ambiguous. Well, they are somewhat. I do not know exactly what is to
happen next. There is a “low level” war already going on in a number of African
countries that border the Gulf of Aden/Straits of Hormuz.
As I scanned the recent trip by Netanyahu to the WH this week, the message I
got was that he tried to deliver an ultimatum of a few weeks or several weeks.
The Israeli nationalist powers seems to have misjudged the situation somewhat
given collective arrogance represented at present. At that time Israel may be
expecting to attack Iran. However, TPTB would prefer to control an attack on
Iran and in the process succeed in replacing the Israeli top echelon with players
who are less nationalistic and more loyal to the global game plan. So far I have
not had any confirmations of this on the inner or outer. China has severely cut
back their purchase of Iranian oil this year and the only reason would be to
begin weaning themselves of this source in anticipation. Japan has reduced
their purchases, and Russia has cut back on its investments in Iran. While China
and Japan are well within the influence of TPTB, they also parties to selfinterested factions. TPTB have created a system of control that has also
spawned many powerful factions among their high-=level minions needed to
execute their system of control. These factions also represent risks to their plans.
They know that time is soon up and must move soon with whatever it is they
find it necessary to do. The main thing behind the USA health legislation was to
provide yet another distraction to the populace while this winds up for the big
“unwind”. Much will come undone this year.
I see these as outward indicators of what is going on in general at various
levels.
The “press pot filter of God” continues to press downward.
Meanwhile, some clues as to possible actions this year that involve war:
///
Many have criticized that Israel seems to be running USA foreign and military
policy. This is like saying that arms dealers and suppliers run military and foreign
policy. They do not and are only permitted to influence it to when it is convenient
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to the true powers-that-be. This erroneous perception about Israel and/or
Zionism is further complicated by the large numbers of unfortunate people of
various persuasions who identify with Jewishness and of course wind up
supporting Israel. Here again, we find the convenient control meme “religion-asspiritual-expression” in play as well, thus even for those who might otherwise
oppose the actions of the state of Israel, they confuse Jewish with the deliberate
falsehood of Israel as a spiritual-theocratic state.
Overall, this is little different than the situation of other major countries that are
truly run by the global powers-that-be whose interests and loyalties do not lie
with any nation and who prefer to operate under the illusion of national
sovereignty and national flags. Presidents and prime ministers are rarely ever
clued in to the actual agendas, rather they are guided and nudged this way or that
by unseen interests. Obama is but the latest in a line of USA presidents who were
cultivated and positioned by the true powers-that-be until the time came to place
them in higher public rank.
What makes the USA-Israel-Zionist-Fourth Reich axis distinctive today can be
traced to the millennia-old history of the Abraham lineage, the false creator god
of the major religions, and the origins of the contemporary global powers-that-be.
Today, the true global powers-that-be may be trying to use someone of Jewish
perception (Sabrosky) to place blame for the downfall of America and the evens
of Sept 11, 2001 upon Israel.
Last week and into this week, the masses of the world were shown a spitting
match between top level officials in Israel and the USA. The USA president
announces he is interested in a “regime change” in Israel (translation: Netanyahu
out and dedicated powers-that-be players moved into place). Yet earlier this year,
USA officialdom agreed to double the official Israel armament stockpiles. There is
also of course the roughly $3 billion in ongoing “foreign aid” to Israel from USA
official agencies. Recently a Washington Obama-Netanyahu meeting ended
abruptly and in way designed to embarrass the Israelis. It is my sense that
Netanyahu tried to give a timetable or ultimatum for an attack on Iran and failed
to comprehend the bigger picture. The USA may move on Iran, the present Israeli
elite may find themselves without a national base of operations when the dust
settles, and whatever there is of Israel will be managed by those most loyal to the
real powers-that-be global game plan. China, while in the sphere of the powersthat-be also represents a base of operations of a rival faction. Recently it has been
disclosed that China has been cutting back on their shipments of Iranian oil, most
likely to wean itself of Iranian oil sooner than later in anticipation of an attack on
Iran. They will likely “sit this out” and assess the situation in real time. Japan has
also recently reduced their oil purchases from Iran and Russia, has allegedly
reduced their investment commitments in Iran. (All these countries are within
the sphere of influence of the true powers-that-be, but they also represent
factions that present some risk to the larger plans for global control.) Israel may
be given “enough rope to hang themselves” by allowing them a lead role in
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attacking Iran, even though they will not be in control of the military situation. So
much for the spectacle of public disputes.
Thus expedites the military launch against Iran.
This past week, the Israel/Mossad has been publicly accused of being responsible
for the events of September 11, 2001 in the USA. The person making these
charges is Dr. Alan Sabrosky, a retired Marine and former head of studies at the
US Army War College. He also presents himself as Jewish by saying he had a
grandparent who was a Jew (but he is not really as per tradition).
This announcement may well signal the next move toward the ruination of the
present status of Israel, as per “prophetic design” and as per the agenda of the
global powers-that-be. As the powers-that-be move forward, they will encourage
a certain amount of anti-Israeli and anti-Jewish sentiment. This will likely feed in
to various civil/social groupings in the USA, UK, and other countries and lead to
strife between various civil factions, each believing themselves to be righteous.
What most people forget or are unaware of is that these polarities, just like the
Axis versus Allies in World War Two, were manipulated by the powers-that-be to
suit their needs to herd the mass public one way or another.
In the immediate period the intent of the global powers-that-be may be to to push
Israel to move against Iran. The alternative is a alliance (secret or open) between
Israel nationalists and Iranian nationalists. However, this is not likely to happen.
Concerning the Alan Sabrosky allegations, Mossad could not have pulled off the
events of 9-11 without direct involvement from various entities inside the secret
sectors in the USA. So why point the finger at Mossad now? And why is this
coming out now and in this manner (Veterans Today and the so-called
”alternative” media)?
Some things to consider:
1. If it is seen that Israel moves against Iran, the world will turn violently against
Israel and all its main supporters. If the USA is too closely tied to Israel,
(regardless of who is holding the leash) then the world turns violently against
USA. However, if Israel is taken out of the equation, then a regional conflagration
between many warring parties is minimized.
2. These allegation of Mossad/Israel running 9-11 also provides a convenient
“out” for those in the USA who were equally complicit. If handled adroitly by
certain interests war upon Iran would proceed and Israel would be up to take the
fall for some or all of any perceived failures.
3. What is Alan Sabrosky and others like himself in all this? He may be serving as
point for a faction of military and related who seek to drive a wedge between USA
and Israel/Zionism. He may also be serving as point for those who are more
concerned about exposing the zionist/globalist interests – perhaps even to
protect the civilian populations of Israel/Iran, etc. by preventing the planned
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attacks on Iran.
4. If he is serving as point to try to prevent Iran war by driving a very public
wedge between USA and Israel, then this will likely backfire as per the other
points made in these comments, and thus Sabrosky would be more naïve than he
would care to believe.
5. These allegations are part of an end run to trigger WW3 by closing off options.
This scenario is also related to a set-up of the USA leadership to not be missed
much if they are no longer in power by year-end or early 2011. Likewise for the
Israeli state.
I consider this is all part of a larger plan to take out both Israel and the USA and
move to global government. First Israel is effectively removed, perhaps in the
aftermath of an attack on Iran. What is left of Israel is given over to loyalists to
the powers-that-be and there will be no more nationalistic or regional
troublemaking by Israel. In both the USA and UK (and elsewhere no doubt) there
are social factions being set-up to justify new measures of social control that
many will accede to, if only to experience “law and order”.
It is risky to incredulous to point to Mossad as primary or sole culprit behind 9-11
given the requirement of high level involvement in official and shadow agencies
of the USA. But then the public has been so conditioned and controlled that it
matters less and less every month what is said by official circles to rationalize
anything since there is no honest grassroots opposition.
For various reasons, the powers-that-be are running out of time in general and
need to move into place their end-game while they are still capable of doing so.
-ASK
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Moves Toward War, Nuclear Issues, and False Differences
« Reply #23 on: April 09, 2010, 04:54:31 PM tz-US/NY »
April 9
Moves Toward War, Nuclear Issues, and False Differences
Israel (sixth largest nuclear arsenal in the world) has officially withdrawn from
the April international nuclear conference so as to avoid any public labeling of
them as a "rogue terrorist nuclear state" and to avoid having to make any sort of
compliance to any present terms of war. Israel officials have made it clear that are
willing to target European locales, not just their neighboring states and Israeli
officials have made it clear that they view themselves as the only worthy chosen
people to rule over everyone else.
This April conference is only the next sequel to the recent USA-Russia nuclear
arms “agreement” whose purpose is to help define the rules of engagement as all
major national powers expedite preparations for WW3.
The publicly perceived disorder between Israel and the USA underlies a basic
problem, that being neither of these two political entities is in charge of events
and that much of their respective official power structures is overly identified
with delusions of "national sovereignty". In maintaining these illusions as to their
rationale for existence, they fail to understand the larger agenda that they are
acting within.
To recapitulate:
USA and Russia signed an agreement that the masses are being told is a step
toward limiting nuclear arms.
Like most major treaties and inter-national agreements that precede major wars,
this is an attempt at framing the "rules of engagement" between major factions.
And like most major treaties, these pacts are usually expected to be violated at an
opportune time by one of the principals as all are fundamentally “rogue states” in
the largest spiritual sense.
The Kyrgystan government (CIA-USA-NATO axis) has been removed in favor of a
government more compatible with Russia.
The next day the Polish government was effectively removed via a single plane
crash. Coincidence? This will pave the way for a new officialdom more
compaitble with Russia. This is less a difference over national interest and more
one of balancing the "load" in moving rapidly toward the goals of the global
powers-that-be.
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These goals will most likely include WW3 to rapidly alter the global chess board.
Therefore this can only be viewed as yet another confirmatory step towards world
war in this temporal zone.
-ASK
PS
Please see a corresponding article on this pattern as it applies to a small county in
one of the USA states: “Guns and Butter and the End of this Civilization” link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1071.msg4570#msg4570
PPS
To provide a little history, consider that a modern plan was created in 1891 to
drive out those residing in Palestine and force the creation of a new Zionist state,
to be populated by Jews. This was called Blackstone Memorial and was supported
by the most powerful members of the owning class in the USA and the ChristianZionist movement --the same people who engineered the meme of the modern
notion of "the rapture" and all that has come to mean to religious and political
zealots in the world. The Blackstone plan was the forerunner of what is today the
Zionist state of Israel as per the United Nations in 1948.
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Moves Toward War - Brief Update
« Reply #27 on: July 27, 2010, 08:40:34 PM tz-US/NY »
July 27
As I have mentioned previously there is the ongoing and ever growing likelihood
for major war breaking out.
The two most "heated" points for this at present would involve Korea-Japan and
their clientele --the other involves the Middle East region --likely targetting
Lebanon (easy guess), Syria and possibly Pakistan.
The recent "wiki-leaks" may not have been likely leaks, but rather a deliberate act
designed to preempt social opinion so that there are no serious questions raised.
The next stage would likely involve the Iran - Israel debacle.
These earlier issues could erupt anytime, the Iran-Israel situation sometime later
this year in teh September-November period.
In the October-November period is the "scheduled" major economic collapse.
Given the state of socially and personally enforced ignorance and rabid
inclinations of the various social "publics" involved, including those of the USA,
Israel, etc. things could become very nasty very quickly at many levels. Especially
as more people get involved --this als includes those who oppose war as a "matter
of principle".
A Mexican nationalist insurgency supported by drug lords and corrupt
government (including that of USA) will gradually creater problems at teh
southern border areas --and in the interior of USA where there are high
concentration of Mexicans. The greater the economic and earth changes
involving Califronia, the greater the chaos from various quasi-organized forces,
including Mexican gangs.
The Gulf of Mexico situation will be an ongoing crisis, espeically for to the human
health and food economy of the entire region hundreds of miles inland. I mention
this here in this context since it is part of a number of "loaded weapons" of a
planetary or regional scale that are being positioned.
Then there are the earth changes.
And the possibility of various interests sturring up trouble in S America. No, not
Costa Rica. However there are growing Chinese-Venezuela interests, ChinesePanama Canal interests, and in the event of an outbreak of global conflicts, it
does little good militarily to have a naval force parked too close to home to be of
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any use.
-ASK
PS
The dark and their agents have been initiating various ways to severely damage
the earth and humanity while taking whatever they can while it is still possible for
them to do so. Their “scorched earth” threat also involves their re-emerging in
control. This is also reflected in the plans of many of the human powers-that-be.
Furthermore dark human plans include escalating the covert WW3 to overtly
involve humanity as a whole. All indications are that this is set to begin open
escalation before the end of 2010. However, it is not certain that these plans will
fully manifest. At the least, earth changes may preempt some of the worst of
human-wrought destruction.
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The World Going Mad Over Nothing: PTB, Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity
« Reply #31 on: October 24, 2010, 05:10:02 PM tz-US/NY »

The World Going Mad Over Nothing: PTB, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam
Most readers here are more politically savvy and more spiritually savvy. Some
think they are doubly savvy if they connect the dots. …But only to a point (pun
intended). This only shows the extent of falsehood and control. Then the question
is what to do with that insight. My urgent recommendation is to detach form all
this as completely intellectually and energetically and to do so as quickly as
possible.
Those who are easily looking for convenient parties to blame for national or
global depravity and crises, will usually find it easy to blame “secret cabals”.
Given the prominent role of the USA-Israel “axis”, some will wonder if the antiJewish or anti-Zionist sentiments are based on something. They are of course.
But if one only looks at the modern history of these, ones can easily be tricked
into thinking that ANY of the various social-political control systems may
represent a different or better path for humanity or some portion thereof.
ALL the religions are part of the high level powers-that-be (PTB) control systems
–human and otherwise –so it really doesn’t matter much if people confuse
Zionism and Jewishness since these things were so closely intertwined since the
advent of “Zionism” in the modern era. In the more ancient era, there were other
colloquial names given for the interlinking of various religious and the politicaleconomic tendencies to control large populations. The same with various brands
of Islam and related political/theocratic tendencies –some with state power or
quasi-state power –have always intertwined some brand of religious social
thought control with political economic power. And of the course the same is
true for the various Christian brands of social control. This is not a simple matter
of the Vatican as a secret and evil cabal –of course they are –but this is not the
main point nor is it the fundamental source of the endless suffering of humanity.
The meme of “Christian nation” has in one linguistic form or another been
imbedded nearly everywhere in the world, closely intertwined with the rise of
imperialism as the dominant political economic form.
Where and when convenient, “Christian Zionism” has been one of a number of
end-time secret systems of political and belief control. So one could even argue
the deliberate intertwining of social-political-economic Christian belief and
control systems with its Jewish counterparts. Then of course there are
counterpart Islam tendencies, one of which even calls itself “global awakening”
of a humanity under the dominance of Islam.
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So many of those religious tendencies that are at the forefront of military or civil
strife in the world are closely intertwined with the political-economic and social
control interests of the highest levels of global power.
Does anyone really believe that Iran is an independent theocratic state that is
fundamentally at odds with the global powers that be? A little research suggests
that the present situation is not that much different than the “convenient” public
conflict between USA and USSR in the “cold war” era. …Or that of the cultivated
perceptions of two-way or three-way conflicts involving Russia, China, USA,
Europe, etc.
These sorts of beliefs are deliberately allowed to propagate –up to a point –by the
real powers-that-be. In case people have too soon forgotten, it is the PTB who
decide who is the public administrative or executive figureheads of all major
governments in the world. It is the PTB who decide what method is used to
install such people into positions of projected public authority and under what
public brand.
So it has been with the convenient switching between democracy,
communism/socialism, fascism, feudalism, etc. etc. –in short, whatever works for
the highest levels of global power interests. If people can at least bear this simple
concept in mind, it will help them to de-couple or detach themselves from the
fear and anger memes that are escalating in this world of delusions, illusions, and
falsehoods.
There are NO countries, ideologies, religions, or political movements today that
represent any evolving future for humanity only greater degeneration into chaos.
I have already explained much about the collapse of this civilization in earlier
essay from Global Awakening News (see Article section at www.pfcn.net .
I thought a little reminder might be helpful today.
-Alex
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Collective Insanity and "Cognitive Dissonance"
« Reply #33 on: October 25, 2010, 11:57:38 PM tz-US/NY »
Cognitive Dissonance and Growing Social Insanity
I have written about this before in many different ways. So now I am
summarizing things. It seems I am in a mode of summarizing a great deal these
days as I review everything one last time.
Cognitive dissonance has two major facets: one is like a warning alarm alerting
you to look more closely, the other is one you are unaware of that, like the ‘frog in
the pot’, you are already cooked. To those whose awareness exists mostly outside
of this realm and connected to high cosmic creation oneness, cognitive
dissonance is of no concern as such cosmic creation oneness includes infinite
diversity and differences that are non-antagonistic and for the most part selfregulating.
The control system in this distorted or fallen realm set in motion systematic and
chaotic approaches to controlling ideas, memories, and the nature of social
reality –and thus established the parameters of human existential reality. This
process of control even made ample provision for those who might like to “think
outside the box” –they created controlled environments to provide just such an
illusion.
Today, cognitive dissonance has come to represent deliberate conditioning of the
vast majority of people to accept that black is white, white is black, 2 is 3, 3 is 2,
2+3=4 and 3+2=6. Only a few notice there is problem with this, even fewer
understand why, and rare few have a clue about how to resolve this.
It is important to understand that this is a very real problem and it is being
expressed in various social-political tendencies, some which embody pure
cognitive dissonance.
///
The very words used in common parlance to describe the perceived or felt world,
influence our spoken thoughts and understanding. These words are carriers of
memes. “Connotation” is an earlier descriptor comparable to the more complete
notion of “memes”.
A simple example is in the describing of colors. For a person never exposed to the
subtle distinctions between colors, there are only the basic color descriptors
available to them from the common lexicon. For most people the distinction
between green-blue and blue-green is usually lost and the two concepts become
blurrily equated. From this it becomes plain that more subtle distinctions of color
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shadings and lightness are mostly pointless to use as they cannot convey
meaningful information to those who are “uninitiated”, unlike visual artists. If
there was a way to present these directly and visually, then people can learn of
the differences. Even so, there are those who simply cannot tell the difference.
This optical processing situation is similar to auditory limits in which people
cannot discern subtle differences in pure tones or harmonics. When you enter the
murky realm of social control memes, the problems become unresolvable and
unbearable.
I have often said that there are not and cannot be any solutions found within the
realm of present day human consciousness to the deeper problems of humanity.
Solutions exist outside this realm and involve major alterations to the fabric of
this reality as well as to the state of human consciousness.
Now that century-old political ideological distinctions have been totally
confounded, blurred and otherwise rendered meaningless from their origins, left
is right, right is left, communists are fascists, fascists are communists,
communists are global capitalists, global capitalists are communists, etc., etc.
Today there are no meaningful political labels whatsoever and thus restricts the
scope of discourse or analysis. Those who harken to the century-old labels are
unable to effectively or practically reify or operationalize anything they may
imagine they intend to convey to society. (And that is presuming they had the
capacity to operationalize anything even if provided the means to do so!) I say
this based on a comprehensive grasp of the origins and roles for all these
ideologies and their purported political-economic underpinnings.
Of course these century-old ideologies were also early forms of memeengineering, but there was also a sense of “righteousness” that had meaning to
those of the exploited classes who found certain ideologies helpful in achieving
coherency of thought and action. They could not have known of the subtle
manipulations by higher levels of intelligence.
Looking at the larger picture, it is very interesting that it was the meme of “class
struggle” that dominated and not the meme of “cooperation” for mutual benefit
and potential social evolution. This is a reflection in human 3-d of the persistence
of the dark side’s false paradigm of duality and enforced separation from the
“oneness” that permeates the vastness of true creation.
Nowadays, there is a confluence of general ignorance about how the world works,
deliberate confusion over linguistic memes (“sound bite” epithets to most), and
no means to communicate any coherent thoughts to large numbers of people.
This is ironic given the ubiquitous Internet and access to information: The
individual has no frame of reference from which to discern anything, let alone
develop coherent and meaningful thought patterns. Just because so many people
may profess they see no substantive difference between major political parties,
does not mean they understand anything at all. Amongst those who persist in
voting in major elections, there are corollary memes which been cultivated, such
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as the aphorism “lesser of two evils”. This is one factor that keeps people
returning to the polls, election after election, and maintaining the system of social
imprisonment that reflects a 3-d manifestation of the higher spiritual levels of
energetic imprisonment.
So today, the very lexicon of descriptors for social, political and economic factors
and dynamics acts to control the thought process of both “leaders” and “masses”.
Only those at the very top of the elite circles, including those who help craft the
policies and memes, really know what is what. At least most of the time.
A major national research project circa 2000 that we conducted identified and
quantified major social control memes and found how these could be adapted
and used by the “forces for good”. What we discovered was that the “forces for
good”, individually and as nascent organizations, lacked capacity to understand
or to operationalize this. This deficit was not due to a lack of material resources,
but rather to a lack of internal capacity to discern and comprehend. Over the
years this situation has only worsened, despite the greater volume of information
and exposure of many aspects of the powers-that-be.
Now why would anyone who knows better want to spend their energy trying to
explain to people who have been driven nearly insane that what they think and
want is insane? How insane is that?
-ASK
“More information or more knowledge does not lead to greater human or
spiritual wisdom.”
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Anticipating Changes in the Human Sphere
« Reply #35 on: November 06, 2010, 04:01:33 AM tz-US/NY »

Anticipating Changes in the Human Sphere
November 6th
We are now in a period during which major changes are expected to become
more visible and with increasingly dramatic effects.
... or nothing much new happens and the present course continues on its
degeneration
Concerning the current Obama trip, rumors have been flying as to its staggering
cost and military component. It is most likely that these claims are exaggerated.
Regardless, the presidential entourage and support logistics is enormous, even
greater than the massive Clinton trip to Africa when he was in office. Nov.
11th/12th there is a high level G-20 meeting in South Korea. If certain humanlyengineered catastrophes occur this coming week, it is possible that the G20
meeting could become a public demarcation for the emergence of a new stage of
“unified” global control. Regardless of the timing of such an overt demarcation,
would be a serious error to presume that this will be ever develop into a stable
arrangement resulting in a more complete control over humans.
The HPH and TWZ graphs show a dramatic downward slope change beginning
about now (See the September 10 Update). Yet such dramatic downward sloping
patterns have occurred before. Nevertheless, we are in a period of drastic and
dramatic change and anyone paying attention to the signals knows that it is most
likely a major confluence of earth changes, global economic crisis, social
upheavals, and an influx of new levels of spiritual changes.
Seeking easy simplicity, too many people err to one extreme or another in
examining the global economic and social changes. On one hand there is the
notion that everything is in an uncontrolled meltdown, mostly due to the internal
weaknesses of system of global capital – and on the other hand there is the notion
that it is all entirely under close control. Both are only partly true.
It is the larger questions of this existence must be addressed to penetrate beyond
the social and political-economic crises that are developing.
This is important because so many believe that the collapse of the USA and the
global economic system will result in a new way of life and a “golden age”. This is
a fallacy. The shadow government/powers-that-be are capable of continuing to
dominate through various means, including expanded use of overtly harsh
control measures as well as ongoing “adaptive meme engineering”. Urbanized
humans are already predisposed to certain patterns of behavior, but these
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patterns presently depend upon the availability of basic daily necessities. With a
severe enough breakdown, the powers-that-be will most likely find ways to
quickly reduce the human population that will cause them the least
inconvenience.
What is key always (and all ways) is the state of consciousness. It matters little if
the social-economic state of complexity is akin to the medieval period, 1800’s, or
some variation on the present.
Assuming an inability to project complete control over masses of people, once
sufficient desperation occurs, there will be those who will pay more attention to
larger scale cooperation. Assuming there is a substantial human population
remaining in 20 or 30 years or so, the question remains as to what humans now
would have to go through. Indeed, the tendency of people to persist is imbedded
in the biological and ego self. So we can consider this possibility and how it could
lead in further decades to come of a more spiritually developed race of beings
than at present.
As we have discussed previously, there is the possibility for partially ascended
humans to emerge to convey and spread what can be of the correction of the
energies to many. Along with this highly developed spiritual consciousness will
come supra-ordinary abilities. Some of this could be taught to others as they
develop partially ascended consciousness. It may be that these abilities could be
used to establish protected zones.
A greater question would be why should humans undergo such suffering over a
prolonged period in this existence, coping with a severely damaged living
environment and damaged human bodies from cumulative dangers to biology
and to personal and social consciousness that are barely understood today. Why
undergo such suffering under conditions that are not of their origin?
Events of the major change period of these coming days and months are likely to
include the following in combination and to varying degrees of severity.
Global economic crisis of unimaginable effects
* Overt WW3, involving use of substantial nuclear and directed energy weapons
* More extreme earth changes involving earthquakes and volcanism and related
* Concocted or inflated “alien threat”
* Destructive solar storms
* Unusually severe weather patterns
* …and you know the rest.
The volcanic eruptions in Indonesia bear watching closely. In the 1800’s
eruptions of Krakatau severely influenced global climate and society. Presently
there are multiple volcanoes erupting that could also severely influence global
climate as well as trigger major tsunamis. This could occur any day.
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Crisis results in paralysis: Why build something new? Why invest in long-term
gardens with fruits, trees, etc.? New community with others? And besides, why
bother?
Few can plan ahead on much of anything, and so one tends to operate in a
temporary or makeshift manner. Worsening crises in the coming weeks and
months will reinforce this even more deeply.
This paralysis fear mode also reinforces itself. There is little to do about this
except to be aware and make the most aware and conscious choices possible and
not allow ones self to become distracted.
The “big” spiritual questions as I see them involve finding a balance between:
* Helping newly evolving human selves to develop and maintain themselves
through this interim period – some may be a nucleus within a soul being, some
may become a nucleus for a new type of human being.
* Facilitating the evolutionary development of the larger soul beings – what
have they really learned from all this.
* And minimizing the suffering of humans during this period.
The big question for all spiritual beings, human or otherwise, is to develop a clear
and conscious sense of why one exists. For all (human and otherwise) there is the
question of their primary attractor as an individuation of Creator. This is the
“big” version of “what do you want to be when you grow up?”.
-ASK
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Spiritual Transformation, War and Nations
« Reply #36 on: December 08, 2010, 02:43:05 AM tz-US/NY »
December 4th, 2010
Spiritual Transformation, War and Nations
This article is mainly for those who are primarily focused on spiritual evolution
to help us to not become distracted by the enormous global chaos and conflict
that is developing.
Please feel free to circulate and re-post. Yes, I wrote last year that I was not going
to saying much more on the global geo-political situation since was fairly obvious
to those tracking the underlying dynamics. Given the present situation, this post
seemed necessary now. As always, check NES Forums
http://www.newearthsummit.org/forum/ for new postings.
“A higher level understanding is needed to allow one to stop chasing after
these phantom-like influences and focus on
ones spiritual evolution and completion of ones human existence.”
“News”: Russia and Japan in disputes over northern islands; China and Japan in
disputes over southern islands; two Koreas are created over unresolved spheres
of influence of designated global powers; Korean War never officially ended; USA
and China military tensions on the rise; mainstream media links Iran and N
Korea to better justify immediate military strikes; etc…
Too many humans think they have an “opinion” about various human crises
today, yet hardly any have a clue about these situations or the recent history of
Korea, Iran, Israel, etc. and most still believe the falsehoods as to who actually
won and lost WW2. Flash: Wikileaks as a source of… ? …Misdirection and
manipulation by dominant powers interested in inciting war to re-organize and
consolidate global power as soon as possible. Falsehoods and mirrors. Yet not an
illusion to blithely ignore.
Deliberate catastrophic destruction to the 3-d environment and human
existence is growing in probability and those reading this may want to reflect
on the implications of two different yet connected points of view (POV). One of
these is focused on 3-d only, the other on the spiritual dimensions. Both are
needed in correct measure. This is part of the power of human discernment and
is related to your spiritual evolution.
In the context of the new military tensions in the western Pacific region, someone
noticed a mainstream news article from 2003 in which Chinese officials were
quoted saying they anticipated war with the USA sooner than later.
There are those who would like to believe that China represents a “force for
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good”, rather than another version of a self-centered superpower influenced by
the higher dark forces. There are those who would like to believe that Iran is also
a “force for good”. There is no such thing as a “good nation” as it is the nature of
all nations to be a form of social and political control that are ruled by a parasitic
elite.
The global game now is for certain loci of power to consolidate their positions,
take care of their own affairs, and prepare for a transition period during which
the music stops and only those with the most power still have a “seat at the table”.
Some are working to control all the seats at the table. All others must either take
a second row subordinate seat or they will be removed entirely. Higher and lower
level minions of the controller top circles know that if they do not perform their
parts as required, they will be excluded from future protection or will be made an
example of.
As an added impetus, there is an “x-factor” that the ruling elite anticipates may
oblige them to go into fortified hiding. Is it solar? Extra-solar? Crustal shift? A
genuine alien threat? The PTB do not know exactly, nor do they know the timing,
only that it seems soon enough perhaps within only a few years.
Given that they are the ones who direct the control systems and decide upon
wars, the use of nuclear and directed energy weapons and social-economic chaos
are the most likely candidates in the short run. While all the maneuvering takes
place, with each side testing their own mettle and probing that of their
opponents, small territories are quickly over-run and brought under the control
of one of the dominant power groups. This eventually leads to major gains at very
little cost to the conquerors while the local populace continues to suffer.
I would add here that Creator of All (true “God” to some) and associated higher
Intelligences have no interest in the nations of humans, whether a currency rises
or falls, or who is elected to political office, etc.
Some authors of various “alternative” viewpoints to that of mainstream media
and officialdom, rely upon knowledge of interests that can be traced to various
bloodlines circa the pre-biblical era. It is a mistake to presume that those equate
to the dominant forces at work today among the top global elite. In this era, this
is only partially true, and only to a minor extent.
Decades ago, there were various attempts to identify the global elite beginning
with detailing interlocking boards of directors and top level government/military
officials. Even with the power of computerized information, this exercise failed to
yield new insights into the nature and control of human reality. The underlying
assumptions were naïve and relied upon financial and public official
relationships. But the top global elite are not motivated by money and are not
beholden or loyal to any nation. The situation on earth is such that there is no
way to remove the global elite and the tens of millions worldwide whose privilege,
protection and power is closely intertwined with the higher level controllers and
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their agendas.
Recent authors have proffered that the main problem influence is from various
types of “ET’s” or other types of dark entities that infect and influence humans at
all levels of social strata. There were a few who drew connections between ancient
teachings and alien/ET influences. Of these there were a few who made some
connection with the idea of “invisible” dark force entities that infect and influence
through the subtle energy bodies.
Yet it has been rare few who articulated a connection between all of these
elements and placed these connections in their proper context. Without a large
context from which to understand the “matrix world”, one is lost chasing various
“rabbits and rabbit holes”.
A higher level understanding is needed to allow one to stop chasing after these
phantom-like influences and focus on ones spiritual evolution and completion of
ones human existence. When the “music stops” where will your focus be?
Without a large spiritual context, it is too easy to be lured back into the distorted
matrix world with the promises of social change, a new social or spiritual
movement, new elections, or ET “contact”. This is well represented by the cartoon
of Charlie Brown, Lucy, and the football.
Returning again to recent events, Russia has for a very long time been closely
aligned with the dominant human powers-that-be, regardless of what public
issues are displayed. Underlying these are displays of testing of various memeengineering processes. China was a different case and only in recent decades have
the dominant powers tried to bring China into the fold. This has not been fully
successful and Chinese-based interests have found themselves in a far more
powerful position than anticipated, including directed energy weaponry. Even so,
time is running out for their moves to secure their global position. Thus we see
the Chinese consolidating their control over large regions of Africa and Asia and
developing strategic footholds in South and Central America.
Although the USA is bankrupt technically, legally, and in every other way
imaginable, it is still an important base of operations for the global projection of
military technology, including resources under the direction of a “shadow
government”. The capacity to inflict precise or widespread destruction anywhere
on the planet is a serious threat that has been selectively used to promote specific
political goals globally.
An overt outbreak of WW3 would most likely involve advanced “conventional”
technologies and would quickly escalate to more exotic ones that have largely
been kept secret. There is no MAD (mutually assured destruction) deterrent that
was pretended to be central to official policies from the 1960’s. Today, advanced
technologies make for brief but massively destructive warfare with enormous
long-term environmental degradation. Overall, war is necessary to this system
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since to solve building tensions between various blocks of power, alters politicaleconomic power and solves the numerous “problems” of population and
infrastructure. At another level of existence, it is a feeding ground for various
types of dark entities and is way for the higher level dark forces to make major
movement toward their goals of control over humans and earth.
Over the last century, the global axis of human power has generally been centered
around an internally contentious axis that tends to identify with Germany, Japan,
USA, Russia, and Israel. As a reminder, the Japanese and Germans did not really
lose WW2 and the human elites that most influenced the events of WW2 moved
to consolidate their power in the USA and Russia. One can make the case the
USA is the main operations base for a “Fourth Reich”.
But all of this is still an illusion. Those who still think in terms of ideologies,
economics, political parties, nations, heads of state, and multi-national
corporations, it is delusion.
In general there are high level dark forces that influence (but not fully control)
the subtle and material actions of legions of entities all the way down to nanoscale intrusion into the 3-d reality matrix.
Overall, the dark forces seek to consolidate their power and minimize the basis
for war with the forces of Light. As part of this, there is the drive to both threaten
and make good on such threats to destroy humankind and the potential for its
habitation on this Earth. This is best described as a “scorched earth” policy.
The implications are such that violent destruction to 3-d environment and
human existence is possible and is becoming more probable.
What is at stake is the development of the human vehicle and consciousness and
the spiritual existential evolution of the larger beings we would call souls. How
humans on earth are controlled and organized is generally subordinate to this
larger overview.
At the end of the Matrix movie trilogy, who or what do you think won the day?
What of the human/soul matrix can be fully connected to the higher Oneness and
embark on a new stage of spiritual existential evolution? What of it will be recaptured by the Dark? In this mix, there is also the potential for some fraction of
human-level consciousness to evolve into something new.
From such a perspective, the “issues” of the intrigues and actions of various
groups that are maneuvering nations, religions, tribes, etc. of humans become
distractions as there is no side to support or to oppose. There is no war or nation
to support or oppose. There is no peace to support or oppose. These are false
dichotomies. There is no victim nor is there an aggressor. Today we see a rapidly
spreading personal and collective insanity and an inability to discern truth from
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falsehood. This is partly by design of the PTB and the Dark, but it also helps to
emphasize the urgency of spiritual transformation of consciousness and the
fabric of material reality. Under the auspices of the dark forces, human belief
systems continue to exert an influence the development of personal human
consciousness even after death.
Those reading this may want to reflect on the implications of two different yet
connected points of view (POV). The POV provides a locus or frame of reference
around which individuated consciousness organizes itself. This is also how it was
possible for there to be a prolonged period of coherency for the dark forces.
Yet there is an “operational objective reality”. “Consciousness without an object”
is also an “operational objective reality”. These may sound like they are two
contradictory concepts, but they are not when you take into account intention.
We will address this further in the forthcoming material on “completions”.
This article is mainly for those who are primarily focused on spiritual evolution to
help us to not become distracted by the enormous global chaos and conflict that
is developing. There is no human level solution to the deeper problems of
humanity today. As there is a spiritual solution emerging, you will know it from
your inner or higher awareness. If your POV is exclusively focused on the various
small and large human dramas, or if you adhere to a narrow spiritual belief
system or preconceived ideas of “ascension” or spiritual change, you may not
notice what it is you have been seeking most.
What is most important is for each human individual who is oriented to spiritual
evolution and reconnection to true Source to focus on their own completions –
that of their human self and completion of their spiritual process in this realm.
Just because you might not have a conversational rapport with facets of your
higher soul self, does not mean there is not a strong and valuable connection
there.
Perhaps this higher level being that has an aspect of itself invested with the
human “you” knows that it cannot be a distraction to what could be emerging
from this 3-d focused level of creation. Just because the higher self/soul being
cannot provide you with “the answers” or may not properly comprehend what is
going on in 3-d, does not mean it lacks appreciation and awareness for the
enormous potential that is growing within you.
Consider the possibility that human self “you” holds the promise for an
evolutionary leap for itself and perhaps for your associated soul being, and that if
the soul being tries to substitute an inferior consciousness or knowledge from its
other experiences with individuation, it could cause you and itself to “miss the
boat” at this most crucial time.
So to those here who are understandably upset that the soul being level seems so
clueless, consider the extent to which you too have been relatively clueless –until
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now.
“Completion” of the human level you is very important. Hence those three
questions I posed earlier
(http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1105.msg4654#msg4654).
And hence the importance of sorting out the various levels of incomplete or
unfinished business: what can be quietly addressed and “completed”, what may
require some type of action.
And hence the importance of having an ever higher attractor to guide you.
Whether China or Iran or USA is conquered or conquers others has no bearing on
these other “Matters of Great Importance”.
This is part of the correction energies and we can work from below to help the
process along rather than wait for rescue or release or “ascension”. Meanwhile,
we need to ease our material stress and find ways to make our lives as simple as
possible, even if we are engaged in helping others.
If there is to be a “solution”, it is through our spiritual evolution as human beings
and through our spiritual evolution as part of larger soul beings. These two are
separate yet related and closely linked.
A companion article on “Completions” is in preparation.
-ASK
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The World Going Mad Over Nothing: PTB, Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity
« Reply #31 on: October 24, 2010, 05:10:02 PM tz-US/NY »
The World Going Mad Over Nothing: PTB, Judaism, Christianity and
Islam
Most readers here are more politically savvy and more spiritually savvy. Some
think they are doubly savvy if they connect the dots. …But only to a point (pun
intended). This only shows the extent of falsehood and control. Then the question
is what to do with that insight. My urgent recommendation is to detach form all
this as completely intellectually and energetically and to do so as quickly as
possible.
Those who are easily looking for convenient parties to blame for national or
global depravity and crises, will usually find it easy to blame “secret cabals”.
Given the prominent role of the USA-Israel “axis”, some will wonder if the antiJewish or anti-Zionist sentiments are based on something. They are of course.
But if one only looks at the modern history of these, ones can easily be tricked
into thinking that ANY of the various social-political control systems may
represent a different or better path for humanity or some portion thereof.
ALL the religions are part of the high level powers-that-be (PTB) control systems
–human and otherwise –so it really doesn’t matter much if people confuse
Zionism and Jewishness since these things were so closely intertwined since the
advent of “Zionism” in the modern era. In the more ancient era, there were other
colloquial names given for the interlinking of various religious and the politicaleconomic tendencies to control large populations. The same with various brands
of Islam and related political/theocratic tendencies –some with state power or
quasi-state power –have always intertwined some brand of religious social
thought control with political economic power. And of the course the same is
true for the various Christian brands of social control. This is not a simple matter
of the Vatican as a secret and evil cabal –of course they are –but this is not the
main point nor is it the fundamental source of the endless suffering of humanity.
The meme of “Christian nation” has in one linguistic form or another been
imbedded nearly everywhere in the world, closely intertwined with the rise of
imperialism as the dominant political economic form.
Where and when convenient, “Christian Zionism” has been one of a number of
end-time secret systems of political and belief control. So one could even argue
the deliberate intertwining of social-political-economic Christian belief and
control systems with its Jewish counterparts. Then of course there are
counterpart Islam tendencies, one of which even calls itself “global awakening”
of a humanity under the dominance of Islam.
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So many of those religious tendencies that are at the forefront of military or civil
strife in the world are closely intertwined with the political-economic and social
control interests of the highest levels of global power.
Does anyone really believe that Iran is an independent theocratic state that is
fundamentally at odds with the global powers that be? A little research suggests
that the present situation is not that much different than the “convenient” public
conflict between USA and USSR in the “cold war” era. …Or that of the cultivated
perceptions of two-way or three-way conflicts involving Russia, China, USA,
Europe, etc.
These sorts of beliefs are deliberately allowed to propagate –up to a point –by the
real powers-that-be. In case people have too soon forgotten, it is the PTB who
decide who is the public administrative or executive figureheads of all major
governments in the world. It is the PTB who decide what method is used to
install such people into positions of projected public authority and under what
public brand.
So it has been with the convenient switching between democracy,
communism/socialism, fascism, feudalism, etc. etc. –in short, whatever works for
the highest levels of global pow*er interests. If people can at least bear this
simple concept in mind, it will help them to de-couple or detach themselves from
the fear and anger memes that are escalating in this world of delusions, illusions,
and falsehoods.
There are NO countries, ideologies, religions, or political movements today that
represent any evolving future for humanity only greater degeneration into chaos.
I have already explained much about the collapse of this civilization in earlier
essay from Global Awakening News (see Article section at www.pfcn.net).
I thought a little reminder might be helpful.
-Alex
–––
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A “Global Political Awakening”? …Guess again
« Reply #38 on: January 30, 2011, 04:31:26 PM tz-US/NY »

Letter to “A-List” Readers
Print formatted PDF:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/A%20Global%20Political%20AwakeningGuess%20Again.pdf
January 30, 2011
A “Global Political Awakening”? …Guess again.
version 1.1 (mainly typos corrected)
By Alex Kochkin
“The spiritual light grows even as the darkness seems so present in this physical
realm. It is only from this light that new creation is shaped and so is our
existence as spiritual beings.”
Dear Readers,
The January A-List Update will not be out until some time in February –
hopefully sooner than later. I need to take the time now to address certain
matters in this letter so that when human events dramatically escalate you will be
better prepared. For myself, I continue to observe recent events and their
apparent trajectories while remaining focused on the spiritual transformational
processes.
As one of the early adopters who helped define the concepts of “global
awakening” and “global spiritual awakening”, I have a keen interest in how this
expression is applied. So the recent increase in usage of this term in political or
spiritual contexts is something I notice.
The madness and insanity grows in the outer world. For some it is anger and
upset, for others it is a matter of withdrawing not knowing what is next, and for
some it is the delusion of cheering on protests and polarities, imagining such
actions lead to the end of the powers-that-be. Some wonder if eventually, this
leads to humans “awakening” and so may then rationalize the persistence of more
suffering and struggle in this realm.
Amongst those who like to imagine themselves as informed via the “alternative
media”, without adequate discernment filters and basic knowledge, such
“alternatives” are rife with fear mongering, lies, and hyperbole that promotes
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near hysteria amongst people. Caveat emptor.
It is possible to compare the spiritual processes that are at work to what appears
to be occurring in the external human world. We do not need to identify one way
or another with these events and do not need to connect our energies to these
events one way or another, beyond what is needed to observe the process.
The spiritual awakening process (ascension and transformation) is operating on
its own “track” and is not interdependent with the events that transpire in the
world of 3-d. This is a very important point since there are too many today who
for whatever their beliefs, presume (incorrectly) that the more the old is
destroyed, the more the spiritual will triumph. This is a false and dangerous
perspective to hold, even if it is only to wish a merciful end to suffering. Please
stop. Attend to your own spiritual awakening. That is an enormous act of service
in itself. When you are ready, you will know. Then you will be ready to know
more of what is possible.
The body of this article is focused on the events that are presently unfolding in
the human world. It may be increasingly insanely surreal, but it is the reality
matrix for the 3-d range of expression involving human form and human
consciousness. It is what it is and you do not need to become a part of it, better to
be apart from it, in every way that you can. This is directly analogous to calling
your true Light to yourself and asking for the correction energies to process the
dark out of your field.
Recent Events
Concerning recent social-political events, most people do not understand that
very little of anything of any consequence at the national or international level is
done without the involvement and support of the powers-that-be. Yet through
various levels of self-reinforcing ignorance, many people still imagine there are
“left wing” and “right wing” social-political differences and that these illusions
still hold import or value. Of course, many more have not a clue about any of this.
Why occupy a country when you can quietly pay for an internal “revolution”?
Even if things get “out of hand” in a given country, there are back-up plans to
implement by the powers-that-be. These days, events will move more swiftly. The
powers-that-be with their encompassing multi-generational perspective know
they have very little time left in which to run their gambits. (The USA, by the way,
qualifies as an occupied country, only not in the same manner as with Iraq or
Afghanistan, etc.)
“Global political awakening” in recent parlance originates from Zbigniew
Brzezinski’s remarks from 2008 in which he cautions against an excessively
“diversified global leadership” and the risks to established power from “politically
awakened masses”. (See Appendix to this article.) It was around 2008-2009 that
contingency plans were made to re-structure certain countries (including Egypt
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and the USA) without the need for direct military invasion. It was anticipated
that the established processes and personages of control would be increasingly
unable to rule over their respective populations.
His reference to “diversified” leadership equates to a criticism of those minions
and aspiring leaders who would place their petty power interests over those of the
main agendas of the power-that-be. His message to those who listen to his words
is to direct them to pull themselves together into a more united front or face a
world that could destabilize the higher-level agendas (of the powers-that-be).
His reference to the risks of global political “awakening” of the masses requires
more careful consideration. Brzezinski warned that never before in history have
so many of the masses been as politically “awakened” as now. But what does
“awakened” mean in this context? Simply stated, I would construe this to mean
that the powers-that-be are losing capacity to keep tricking people into believing
in the old shell games of political parties, ideologies, and various national
interests. People are simply more cynical that ever about the machinations of
those aspiring or wielding political or economic power. So the old game is
wearing thin and there are not many more tricks to be pulled out of the “old hat”.
Thus, “awakened” in this context does not mean that humans have become more
knowledgeable or truly wise enough to create a new way of being with one
another.
There was another noteworthy reference by Brzezinski in his remarks: that it
used to be easier to control one million people than to kill them, and now it is
easier to kill one million people than to control them.
The implications from this are two-fold: one is that more extreme measures will
be used to keep the masses cowed, the other is that it is time to move ahead with
the main agenda in a more expedient manner.
Broadly speaking and in general terms, the human powers-that-be are at a point
now that they have very little need for 7 billion humans and could do very nicely
for themselves with only one billion –or perhaps fewer.
As a point of reference, roughly 10% of the mid-century world population died
due to wars since around 1900. Roughly 10% of the USA population
“disappeared” during the great depression decade. Also as a point of reference,
during the 1300’s, roughly 25% of the world’s population died from the “black
death” –in some areas of China and Europe this may have been closer to one
third to half the population. Now consider the fallacy that when “things get bad
enough”, people will make the right changes.
As to the non-human dark forces, they need to rely on a global version of a
comprador class, just as the human elite rely on national and local level
compradors. So if the human global elite can no longer govern 7 billion globally,
even with the aid of sophisticated control systems, then this opens up new
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problems and possibilities. One of which leads to massive de-population, another
leads to an acceleration of alien-human hybrids and otherwise “enhanced”
humans to replace the extant human population. These are not mutually
exclusive.
Crisis and Change
It is necessary here to emphasize that the global economic crisis is still largely
under the control and influence of the powers-that-be and thus it must be viewed
as an engineered take down and rearrangement of the global pieces. To a lesser
extent the system is disintegrating from its own internal dysfunction.
The changes going on in various countries around the world range from direct
military destruction to the mass social manipulations. Iraq was deliberately
destroyed so that its “reconstruction” would serve the needs of the global powersthat-be. Today, Iraqi’s still do not have reliable water and power. Military
expeditions are costly and time consuming. Sometimes it less costly and time
consuming to foment mass chaos such as in Egypt, etc. to effectively rearrange
things in a way more favorable to the next stage of global rule. Since the military
and economic process did not need to be destroyed at this time, steps were taken
to preserve these.
Another simple example pertains to the growing “food crisis” that will be blamed
upon crop failures from various environmental problems around the planet.
However, food prices and distribution are under the control of the powers-thatbe and so that is the source of the food crisis.
They also know this is “the end” in terms of ability to rule over people in the old
ways and find it less necessary to keep control over some of their secrets and to
move ahead with their larger plans of implementing a new stage of global control.
Thus the global crises that have only begun to manifest in so many visible ways
are partly due to the inability of the powers-that-be to rule in the old ways. The
term “old ways” simply refers to whatever has worked in the past.
Sacrifice a few lackeys for the masses’ distraction, make a fuss over little side
projects such as WikiLeaks. Let some potential troublemakers who like to believe
they are “informed” think that there is still a chance for “change” and further
neutralize what little remains of a social base for organized opposition.
When that doesn’t work, there are usually some “plug ‘n play” political figures.
From time to time the powers-that-be collect potentially useful people for future
use. This applies to possible future US presidents, prime ministers, populist
instant leaders, etc. Whether it is to “park” them with an appointment at a
university, a large company, a “think tank”, or a book advance with ghost writer,
there are many ways to that these people are “kept”, ready to put into play when
necessary. So Tunisia has a new plug ‘n play leader. Egypt has one who has been
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announced but not installed. This process extends to entire countries of course.
Russia as ally, Russia is an enemy, Russia as ally, Russia as enemy, etc. Taliban as
ally, Taliban as enemy, Taliban as ally, etc. Even Fidel Castro has shown himself
to have been “rehabilitated” as “elder statesman”. There are usually at least a few
spare politicians sitting on the shelf. Like storing food and water for an
emergency. Dust them off, train them up, spiff up their “tunes”, put ‘em on a
plane, and plug ‘n play.
The anger and frustration expressed through the street demonstrations, etc. may
be genuine enough in many cases (not all). But it is essential to understand that
anticipation of the need for “regime change” is something that the powers-that-be
are very familiar with and this can take many forms, including manipulating
genuine mass sentiments to create a false rebellion. This leads to the installation
of interim political appointees and “coalition” governments. Thus mass sentiment
can be quieted while some new faces shuffle words and papers and then the
political and financial manipulations can take place. Sometimes the nationalistic
sentiments are so strong that behind the scenes control can take much longer
than desired. Since we are now in a period in which “time is of the essence”, we
can anticipate more extreme measures to be implements if events do not flow in
the ways desired by the powers-that-be.
As to the potential of the Internet and instant communications in mobilizing
people for social change, I would say that it is not really what many might like to
believe. While it is possible to text instant messages to hundreds of thousands of
people, there is little content, very little meaning, and virtually no thoughtfully
considered substance. There are inherent limitations to instant electronic media.
But more importantly there is the cultivated extreme lack of real comprehension
and extreme lack of capacity to discern truth from falsehood. This is so obvious
with so many people hysterically quoting all manner of nonsense from the
Internet, like chickens running around without their heads. The result is sociallyenforced stupidity based upon a complex recipe of attention deficit, paucity of
knowledge, inability to ask the critical questions, and a emotional state of being
“on edge” that further reinforces this mental incapacity.
Such weaknesses are readily exploited by the powers-that-be far more effectively
than what presumably well-intentioned people can counter with. The recent
Internet/telecommunication shutdown in Egypt and the earlier one in Burma, is
an effective tactic when electronic media cannot be used effectively to manipulate
people on behalf of the powers-that-be.
As to the recent semi-orchestrated “regime change” mass demonstrations, if
something unexpected occurs and the powers-that-be lose control of these
situations, they always have backup measures to implement that usually involve
military actions or greater extremes of widespread death.
So, think twice if you are trying to understand what is up in Tunisia, Yemen,
Somalia, Sudan, Jordan, Egypt, Iraq, etc. A “Jasmine Revolution”?! (I guess
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calling it another “color revolution” would be a dead giveaway.) Look at a map.
Look at the general patterns. Look at recent decades’ history. Look at the last
century or so of Mesopotamia and surrounding region. And all those
professionally prepared placards and banners in the news photos.
The global elite, operating through various USA-Zionist oriented interests,
support funding and political operatives to run the Palestinian officialdom. These
same officials are the ones who are allegedly “negotiating” with the Israelis and
the USA. The Israeli’s receive their funding and military support mostly from the
USA, as it has always been. None of this truly has anything to do with religions,
race, nationalism, or even the various concocted end-time prophetic beliefs.
Palestinian “leaders” paid up by Israeli and USA-backed interests? Iranian
officialdom not as it advertises itself to the world? Allegations that a new
Lebanese government is “under Iranian influence” …and yet USA, Israeli,
Egyptian, etc. officialdom step back as if there is really is no problem? Perhaps
Iran will become a new surrogate comprador power to replace the increasing
erratic and conflicted Israel-based Zionists. Or perhaps the Iranian faction will be
amalgamated into a unified block within the larger control sphere of the global
powers-that-be. If so, then it could be presented as a great “peace move”, and
readily sold to the masses. Some might even believe it to be the victory of the
light, monotheism, etc. Yet in reality it would represent one of the last steps in
total control over all humans by the powers-that-be.
All minions to the powers-that-be have a limited useful life, no matter who they
are. The powers-that-be have no allegiance to any political ideology, nation, or
religion. There really are no major international level differences, only factional
competition among the certain levels of the powers-that-be and their upper level
henchmen. Sometimes they get a little carried away with their own games.
Sometime they play it up to confuse the masses and their minions.
Now consider if an “accord” is reached between Iran and Israel. Some may
believe it to be a great peace, god’s will, or whatever nonsense comes into their
heads. Consider rather, that there are Iranian leaders who are making their
application to the global powers-that-be that they can do a better job than the
Israeli’s as a regional power. Consider the extent to which the Iranians want a
seat at the “head table” of the global powers-that-be. This is one of the hidden
factors in forestalling the bombing of Iran. There are both Israeli and Iranian
“crazies” who want to run the whole show and prove themselves worthy minions
of the global elite. Regardless of the foregoing, the possibility of major nuclear
weapons being used in the North Africa/Mesopotamia region remains very high.
One should also wonder what the fuss is really over concerning a joint NATORussia “missile shield” –these include enormously powerful missiles, some with
an extended range beyond Europe, so who or what would these really be used
for? What is this on again/off again business really about? A “missile shield”
against what? China? “Rogue nations”? ET/Aliens? When was the issue of a USA35 of 65
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Russia-China three-way global competition and contention formally resolved?
Perhaps there never really was such a problem, only petty level disputes that
became convenient for propaganda/meme engineering to keep various national
populations “toeing the line”.
While there may be various treaties regarding older-style nuclear weapons, there
is nothing concerning developing “new” nuclear and other advanced weapons.
Remember also that the above nuclear test ban was mutual agreement when the
“Dr. Strangelove” scientists discovered they were causing irreparable damage to
portion so the earth’s planetary and atmospheric systems. Otherwise, there was
little reason for them to cease these activities. Certain not due to any “crisis of
conscience”.
There is the example of Saddam Hussein, a person installed by USA-backed
interests. Consider that the last purpose to which he was positioned was to attack
Kuwait. Can you hear his handlers insisting to him that he will be supported by
additional forces and political considerations? Can you hear Hussein wondering
whether he was about to commit the last act of his official political career …or
perhaps of his lifetime? Was it really Hussein that was supposedly executed? Can
you hear any number of political leaders wondering how to secure their own
positions as executive minions and “water carriers” for the true powers-that-be?
Turning to Egypt again, Hosni Mubarak a creature of the powers-that-be, mostly
maneuvered into power 30 years ago with USA involvement. His governmental
authority is derived from the global elite operating under the aegis of USA-Zionist
interests and reinforced through an integrated foreign and domestic
military/security/diplomatic apparatus within Egypt. Time to release or diffuse
social pressures in a region of economically failing countries. When the time
comes for Mubarak to vacate office, it should be no surprise if he if first
welcomed to live in luxurious “exile” in Israel. No problem.
The global elite always know that their public henchmen cannot stay in power
forever. They also know that sometimes their “loyal” servants become caught up
in their own power that they can turn to bite the hand that has fed them. The
powers-that-be know that it is always a matter of time before social pressures
oblige a timely “regime change” to maintain their hand of control. This is really
no different than changing political parties every other election just to keep the
masses sufficiently hooked and hoodwinked. In the USA, they created various
sideshows (such as Palin) to see how how much mileage they can get out of the
cultivated ignorance and foolishness of the mass populace. Now that she has
mostly served her purpose, they may put her away on a shelf until needed again.
Consider that the powers-that-be have quietly facilitated the ongoing weakening
of the social and economic fabric of many countries and quietly supported
various would-be leaders and so-called reform groups. Consider that at an
appropriate time, it may be decided to accelerate this situation and facilitate civil
unrest and perhaps even a “regime change”.
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So it is with Egypt. And so it will be in the USA and any other locale when
necessary. Media content planted here and there over recent months have
appeared to expose the social stressors within the Egyptian population, then
stories about the failing of the Mubarak government, later there is the appearance
of exposing his failing grip on power and health, and then stories that
recapitulate various meme engineering as per requirements. Backup plans to
replace Mubarak were likely underway over the last few years. This is not the
work of “spontaneous revolution” and such a term is an oxymoron.
In Yemen, Ethiopia, Jordan, Somalia, Sudan, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, etc. there
have been recent street protests, some involving violent conflict. These are not
real grassroots social uprisings to replace corrupt power with something
presumably “better”. Genuine mass uprisings that involve genuine grassroots
efforts have actually been very rare over the last century. The question is always
who benefits, who instigates, who leads? Espoused rationalizations and
ideologies are always secondary, regardless of the assumed or presumed
intentions of those instigating or leading.
While localized riots take place spontaneously or seemingly so, national uprisings
are not spontaneous. They are planned and coordinated and those planning and
coordinating must have a sufficiently common relationship with one another.
Issues of authority and control, finances, and various protocols need to be
worked out. In this day and age, such things do not take place without the
permission, facilitation, or more direct involvement of agents of the human
powers-that-be. Including deliberately “looking the other way” when appropriate.
This also directly concerns people living in any of the major countries in the
Americas or Europe. A “take down” is underway in stages involving food and
other material goods, money, illusionary personal liberties, and then greater
restrictions as more people move into conflict with one another or against
symbols of the powers-that-be.
Density of Falsehoods
There are no valid or viable “alternative” leaders, nor are their viable or valid
“movements”. There never really were, only figures who represented various
memes and political-economic interests. Later the memory-and-meme-control
police (historians) pick out a few relatively “safe” characters and shape them into
popular icons. Examples in the recent century would be King, Gandhi, Mandela,
Walesa, Gorbachev, etc. The reality of these people and what they were really
connected to and supported by is entirely another matter from the mythology
created around them. But this should not be surprising in a world based upon
falsehoods so profound that the very perception and structure of reality and
personal existence is based upon a density of falsehoods.
Most people will respond to the official pronouncements of austerity and sacrifice
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for the “homeland” and focus on banal self-interest. Few understand that that the
present inflationary supports and official largesse in the USA to maintain the
power of global capital are now at the level of $100,000 per US household. Those
few who are aware of this might wonder what if that money had been made
available to ordinary people. A naïve notion for sure, but understandable in its
sentiment. Even though there are some who have a sense of details, these details
of “facts” do not truly matter unless understood within a total pattern.
As of now, nothing can be done about any of this except to foment anger and
misdirected civil strife. Then what if the powers-that-be consolidate their global
order and begin to release more inflated digital money to fuel a small uptick in
consumerism? Real change? A “global political awakening”? Hardly.
Those “in the know” of the elite are aware that the music will stop soon and not
all will have a seat at the head table. Some may not even be in the room anymore.
Those who believe in implementing end-time agendas of an insane ChristianZionist-Islamic axis are not the ones who call the shots. Such notions are only
stories that are told and retold to engage various levels of support for the high
level powers-that-be.
Many will want to believe something and so place their naïve hopes in some
“new” world order, whatever it is that it some people may call it. This might even
be supported by a perception of some greater threat to humanity and earth.
The agendas and motivations of the powers-that-be are confusing and difficult to
penetrate. Find one shred of real truth, and you will be misdirected by ten times
as many red herrings all leading to ten times as many “rabbit holes”. “Whatever
works for us” is perhaps the best way to describe the powers-that-be. If “fascism
and war” does the trick, that is what will be pursued, if “peace and prosperity” is
what work for a time, then that is the ticket. If a new unholy “Crusades” will help,
then that will be promoted. Eventually the masses of people will become
accustomed to all this and not know or care anymore as long as their material
lives appear to have some continuity. The powers-that-be will support any and all
sides as long as their agenda can be advanced. Even as these deceptions are
partially unmasked, new deceptions are created such as WikiLeaks and various
false “whistleblower” websites.
To compel masses of humans to comply with a global unified control system, will
the card of a false alien/ET “threat” be played by the planetary powers-that-be?
We cannot foretell this and so it will be events that do tell. It is one of a number of
high-threat scenarios that are being prepared to pre-empt excessive global chaos
and oblige more humans one last time to offer themselves up to the whim and
will of those who work for the darkness. Will a genuine alien threat be identified
as actually real? Perhaps. Is there a faction of the powers-that-be that does not go
along with the dark alien alliance of their peers? Probably. Should they be
supported? Why? It is all much more intricately complicated than this.
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From the present state of human awareness, does it really matter in any
actionable way?
If there is no geophysical/space/climate catastrophe, then pandemics, starvation,
and war will be used to drastically alter the numbers and expectations of humans.
Please, let us stay focused on our higher work. It is of immeasurable value, but we
must not let ourselves become distracted by these matters of misdirected human
machinations.
Somewhere outside of this tangled and tattered web, there are those who are
quietly working toward their own spiritual awakening into their own greater
beingness, whatever descriptors they may use for this. This is what is of greatest
importance now. It will have its greatest effects only if those who are most
attentive to these energetic changes keep their focus. In time it can influence and
catalyze spiritual awakening of many more humans.
The spiritual light grows even as the darkness seems so present in this physical
realm. It is only from this light that new creation is shaped and so is our existence
as spiritual beings.
In the end it is you, your higher self, and the oneness of true Creation. That is all
there has ever been.
-ASK
APPENDIX
Egypt Internet Shutdown? – Not Entirely
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=46.msg5016#msg5016
This is a pattern likely to be implemented in many regions of the world and
countries, including USA, etc. So here is a first glimpse. Note that the most
important access that would be used for important economic and other
messaging purposes is not restricted. Noor Group (North Africa region) and
Microsoft are the only connections that are not turned off (no surprise). Noor
also handles major Egyptian financial markets. (See background article at NES
link.)
About that Brzeznski quote…
Historically, the Op/Ed sections in the NYTimes and WSJ are examples of
mainstream media are used to signal the various strata of the powers-that-be
minions of significant changes. Brzeznski repeated his op/ed message in a later
address to the Council of Foreign Relations, a forum where these ideas are
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presented to inform various minion levels of the powers-that-be.
“For the first time in human history almost all of humanity is politically activated,
politically conscious and politically interactive... The resulting global political
activism is generating a surge in the quest for personal dignity, cultural respect
and economic opportunity in a world painfully scarred by memories of centurieslong alien colonial or imperial domination... The worldwide yearning for human
dignity is the central challenge inherent in the phenomenon of global political
awakening... That awakening is socially massive and politically radicalizing... The
nearly universal access to radio, television and increasingly the Internet is
creating a community of shared perceptions and envy that can be galvanized and
channeled by demagogic political or religious passions. These energies transcend
sovereign borders and pose a challenge both to existing states as well as to the
existing global hierarchy, on top of which America still perches...
The youth of the Third World are particularly restless and resentful. The
demographic revolution they embody is thus a political time-bomb, as well...
Their potential revolutionary spearhead is likely to emerge from among the
scores of millions of students concentrated in the often intellectually dubious
"tertiary level" educational institutions of developing countries. Depending on
the definition of the tertiary educational level, there are currently worldwide
between 80 and 130 million "college" students. Typically originating from the
socially insecure lower middle class and inflamed by a sense of social outrage,
these millions of students are revolutionaries-in-waiting, already semi-mobilized
in large congregations, connected by the Internet and pre-positioned for a replay
on a larger scale of what transpired years earlier in Mexico City or in Tiananmen
Square. Their physical energy and emotional frustration is just waiting to be
triggered by a cause, or a faith, or a hatred...
[The] major world powers, new and old, also face a novel reality: while the
lethality of their military might is greater than ever, their capacity to impose
control over the politically awakened masses of the world is at a historic low. To
put it bluntly: in earlier times, it was easier to control one million people than to
physically kill one million people; today, it is infinitely easier to kill one million
people than to control one million people.”
www.nytimes.com/2008/12/16/opinion/16ihtYEbrzezinski.1.18730411.html?_r=2
New York Times, December 16, 2008 - Zbigniew Brzezinski
Former U.S. National Security Advisor; Co-Founder of the Trilateral
Commission; Member, Board of Trustees, Center for Strategic and International
Studies
///END
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Egypt - A microcosm of the world situation
« Reply #40 on: February 03, 2011, 02:08:25 PM tz-US/NY »
Egypt - A microcosm of the world situation
The reason I am paying such close attention to this for the moment is that it is a
microcosm of the world situation. When I wrote that one should not be surprised
if Mubarak was welcomed in "in exile" to Israel, that was not to mean that he was
really leaving.
For now it would seem that Mubarak and his cronies have refused to leave, Israeli
and other forces will be instigated violence and selective killings within Egypt,
and Mubarak has for now adopted the attitude that he has been ruler of Egypt for
30 years and that is who he is, and he will prevail or destroy everything possible
as he goes down.
Egypt has over 80 million people, most of whom have no sustainable economy.
The national economy is keep afloat by massive amounts of economic/military
"aid" from the USA specifically. This is the story of much of the world that is
propped up by a virtual digital economy under the control of small circles of the
elite.
As a microcosm of the larger pattern of the global powers that be, it is the notion
of a "scorched earth policy" that is the dark forces (human and otherwise) threat.
In other words, if "they" cannot control the earth and humans, no one will and
thus they will "burn the house down" if forced out.
It has been my contention that Gulf of Mexico situation is part of a terra-forming
or scorched earth policy (these are not mutually exclusive) and that Egypt could
be a test case in this.
Of course there are many other "scorched earth" terra-forming activites such as
chemtrailing, poisoning the air, water, earth, electrosmog, engineered viruses and
bacteria, mind-deadening social engineering, etc., but these have become
background to most humans, and thus nearly invisible. (Imagine the story of
frogs in the kettle of water being gradually heated up.)
If Mubarak is assassinated, this also could trigger a massive military-like “take
down” of Egypt as well, thus still accomplishing what Mubarak personally may
feel. He is only one person but with a group of similarly minded people around
him. The question is how far they will be able to go before rank and file military
become reluctant to act on their behalf. Hence a nuclear or similar catastrophic
event may come to pass and hence the need to involve the Israeli’s in assisting in
these plans.
-ASK
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Notes from A Dying Civilization - And a Warning
« Reply #48 on: February 16, 2011, 02:32:21 AM tz-US/NY »

Notes from A Dying Civilization
I will be saying less and less on all these topics simply because if one does not
grasp what is going on and thus becomes constantly pulled into one "hopeaholic"
scheme after another, then one will not find what is Real in terms spiritual
consciousness.
First I wish to emphasize something I have discussed before in various contexts:
The powers-that-be are not loyal to any nation, race, ideology, or religion. The
USA was conceived to become a stable global operations base of conquest and
death over all Earth. When it had served its purpose, then the USA would be
thrown into chaos and likely broken up into regions. It is a terrible mistake to
presume that the global powers-that-be are the same as USA imperialists. It is
also a mistake to presume that such ideas only originate in the minds of the
human elite.
A few weeks ago I needed to digress into these matters of human world turmoil
one more time since so many who were developing their spiritual energy were
carelessly letting this nascent energy be siphoned off over false advertising for
false “social revolutions” and "new hopes" for a better matrix world, etc.
If one thinks that present day humans can organize and dig themselves out from
a terminally diseased society, or if one does not understand that this civilization
is dying, then one will find oneself pursuing falsehood and illusion, even with
good intentions. If one's priorities are on "survival", and if that is a truly
conscious and awakened choice, then good luck.
It is best to simply let go of it all, even as one may still commute to a daily job. We
have all had our share of fond wishes, hopes, and nostalgic illusions. Always
many “potentials and possibilities”, but these were never to be realized except in
those rare protected bubbles here and there.
It is the not fault of the multitude of humans… they do not know any better under
the circumstances here and have been inured to a set of operating rules that were
designed to create and maintain a state of endless imprisonment. The better they
live by these rules, the stronger their imprisonment.
New variations on the slave labor/death camps of WW2 are now everywhere in
the world and they are not concealed by overt war or ideology. They are accepted
as normal, part of the operation of the dominant social-economic system. In
China and many other places, these have been shown for the masses of people
crammed into packing crate cubicles as living quarters and obliged to work all
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day to make useless gadgets to maintain the somnambulation of the “walking
dead” in cities across the world. It is like this everywhere, in most all countries. In
the USA it is not just the enormous pool of prison labor, it is the growing
dispersed prison of the permanently unemployed and a rapidly growing lower
social economic class.
There are those posing as “truth exposers” who rant about martial law to promote
fear among people concerning concentration camps in various “democratic”
regimes (such as in the USA). In actuality, they misdirect people’s attention from
the truth in plain sight. It is why their rants are still encouraged or at least
tolerated by the PTB.
Those who are not crammed into these forced labor camps set-up to service the
desire for low cost manufacturing of useless goods imagine they have things a
little better. They imagine their children are going to “better” schools, they
imagine they are alive.
So many are already like the “walking dead”, even those who still have relative
material privilege.
Form pockets or bubbles with those you can develop and grow the qualities of
trust, caring, and service within the larger context of a higher level oneness of
creation. Do not worry how long this may endure over time. It is is enough to
help reinforce the higher energies.
None of us knows what will occur to this world or to this version of humans or
when. Those human selves who are moving into a partly transcendent/ascended
consciousness will know of what new and likely unimaginable possibilities will
available to them. For many this touches upon the truth of why they are here and
what may lie ahead. None of this has anything to do with the price of tea or
currency valuations.
-ASK
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Middle East, Mesopotamia, North Africa
« Reply #46 on: February 16, 2011, 02:29:27 AM tz-US/NY »

Middle East, Mesopotamia, North Africa
The Iranian news outlet announces "End of US-backed regimes over". Really?
Just like that? Who organized and instigated these so-called mass protests? Who
are the aspiring new leaders? What are their allegiances and beliefs systems?
How many are like El Baradei ? –“new leaders” who have been tidily "kept",
watered and cultivated, ready to be trotted out to help direct or misdirect when
needed for some future contingency?
If for the sake of doing a thought-exercise, if the powers-that-be are really letting
go of "their" precious Mesopotamia region and Northern Africa, (which they are
not of course) --but let us just imagine they were. There is only one inference to
be drawn: "they" (the powers-that-be - PTB) are anticipating a scenario of such
devastating consequences to global human population, that it no longer matters
to them. While such a scenario is anticipated by the PTB, I do not believe we
have arrived at that point in time, not just yet.
Rather what we are seeing in the region in question is preliminary to the next
stage of complete global control.
What is happening is a fast chaotic re-shuffling to prevent any major social
disruptions due to failings of the various comprador elite in various locales. It
matters not whether there is a new election, new rulers in military uniforms, or
new rulers in civilian dress. Nothing has changed. These can be mostly
characterized as a region-wide pre-emptive strike.
These superficial changeovers are less costly and less risky for the powers-that-be
than all-out overt war and the social chaos provides a convenient cover story for
formal martial law. This is a clever way to manipulate the genuine
dissatisfactions of so many hundreds of millions of people. When these sorts of
social chaos and quieter forms of meme engineering fail, then events are created
to stimulate people accordingly. The events of Sept 11 2001 were such an
example and there will be more like that, very likely of much greater mass effect.
I have often explained that the heads of state are in nearly all instances only
minions to the real powers-that-be. Mubarak of Egypt is no exception. In Iraq,
Hussein was installed in power as a comprador element to do the bidding of the
global elite. When they were done with him, he was dispensed with. Sometimes
these high level minions get a little too sure of their “indispensability” and do not
leave gracefully.
In Egypt Mubarak played his role for three decades and in exchange for his
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mostly loyal service was allowed to become fabulously wealthy. The recent US
“envoy” was a high level CIA official for many years with much personal influence
in Egypt. Suleiman, second-in-command of Egypt, developed quite the reputation
for secret torture facilities for the global PTB military as well as for “internal
security” of Egypt. This is the real nature of international “cooperation”.
I would not be surprised if some military conflict were to break out involving the
Sinai lands. There are many in Israeli leadership who seek to control this area but
as long as Egypt is part of the pro-Zionist “team”, Israel does not need to expend
resources to control the Sinai area. This may change soon. However, there is a
“wild card” and it is one that people will naively presume to be a positive sign,
whereas it is only a convenient breakthrough for the powers-that-be in ruling a
highly faction-ridden region of the world.
If the Iranian minions to the PTB cannot effect certain changes quickly enough,
there will be a rapid escalation of military actions to make these things occur and
they will have lost their placard at the head table.
Some decades ago in Iran, the Shah (comprador ruler on behalf of the global
elite) set-up a similar “cooperative” operation noted for its unusually harsh
repression of any dissent. I mention Iran here since it has long been my sense
that an important segment of the Iranian elite are “closet minions” of the global
PTB. It would naïve to assume otherwise, especially given the history that
country. Iran is positioning to be the regional power on behalf of the global elite
as they and would eliminate a source of endless conflict relative to the IsraeliZionist axis with the global PTB. This could result is greater efficiency for the PTB
in controlling the entire region. Whether Iran and Israel form a pact or not, it is
Iran that is taking the lead. If and when such a changeover occurs – through
treaty or regional war, it would likely be “sold” to the masses as yet another
“revolution” to celebrate.
The control elite have always been able to get the masses of people to “celebrate”
their imprisonment and enslavement as well as to get enough of the masses of
people to volunteer their lives to fight in wars on behalf of new global control
alignments.
Meanwhile the public rhetoric by all parties concerned will continue to appear
“critical” and at times “strident” to keep the masses of people most involved off
balance. This is an element behind the fake “revolution” in Egypt. But this is not
all resolved nor is it so simple. All the key figures involved in countries like Egypt,
Iran, Israel, etc. also represent factions themselves and these individuals all have
their own ambitions. As I have reminded before, most heads of state are not clued
in as to the real agendas, only those that they “need to know”. The Saudi rulers
have publicly made noises about establishing a closer alliance with Iran,
including military. So many people have all manner of illusions of a “better life”
(usually defined in social-material terms). It is a sorrowful state to be in.
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Practically speaking, many countries are internally primed for “sudden” mass
unrest, most likely to be initiated by various “agent provocateurs” at a mass level
as well as those positioned as so-called “leaders” who are “suddenly” accorded
prominent attention by the mainstream mass media (such as in the case of
Assange). Some of these people who are in influential roles may not always be
cultivated and implanted (such as Obama) or fully corrupted once in a position of
influence (a more common situation). The more subtle types of corruption
includes fame and glamour (energy parasitism), sometimes it is dark force meme
engineering, etc. Many masquerade as truth speakers within the “alternative
media’.
So whatever forms of disruptive chaos that can be readily nudged and steered will
be used. As with Egypt, martial law is the de facto social control. Thus it will be
with many other so-called democratic regimes.
There is nothing to save of this world. What there remains is mostly for looters to
fight over –looters of the high elites as well as those of those most desperate. It is
all the same in the end.
-ASK
PS
The latest national survey by the Pew Research Center for the People & the Press,
conducted Feb. 2-7, 2011 among 1,385 adults, finds that nearly half (48%) say
they have heard a lot about the anti-government protests in Egypt; about the
same proportion (52%) reports hearing little or nothing.
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Moves Toward WW3 – Mesopotamia and North Africa
« Reply #49 on: February 18, 2011, 06:20:22 PM tz-US/NY »

Moves Toward WW3 – Mesopotamia and North Africa
February 18, 2011
Note: I am posting this mainly to provide a little more background and
specificity my previous post above
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1071.msg5036#msg5036.
THere is really little more to say at this point. -ASK
There are various religious, tribal, racial, ethnic, and nationalistic interests that
have been deliberately stirred up as an “engineered chaos” spreads throughout
the region - and often within a single national entity. It is convenient that there
are tribal and religious differences, most notably Sunni and Shia factions, each
promoting itself as the true Islam, etc. Such chaos generally makes it easier to
manipulate large populations. It also requires a close watch on events since it is
not possible to control all national populations at once. If events move out of the
desired parameters of the PTB, then there is always their option of unleashing
mass destruction and death, usually under cover of a designated scapegoat leader
or country.
There are several thousands of Egyptian military now in the Sinai in cooperation
with the Israelis, a public show is being made of Iranian warships moving
through the Suez Canal, and there are many heightened tensions of various real
and fictitious threats throughout the region and extending into the PakistanKashmir region. Fifty years ago there was quite a battle over control over the
canal involving local proxies for the US and USSR as well as various local
nationalistic factions. The Suez Canal conveys roughly 8% of global shipping,
according to the Wikipedia entry.
These recent shifts in the region suggest that there are well-planned provocations
underway, any one of these may become the trigger-event for a missile strike
against Egypt and Israel from Iran. I mention Iran here since it is a central prize
in the global control game and has been developing substantial technological
resources. I also phrased this in this way since if or when such an event occurs, it
may be the result of a faction within Iran, not unlike the scenario portrayed in the
story “Dr. Strangelove”.
While the mainstream media misdirects over falsehoods surrounding Iran’s
nuclear technology, there is a greater timing factor that involves Iran becoming
an strategic hub for petroleum products and gas/oil pipelines, and a disseminator
of complex technologies in the region.
The playing field is being prepared for a full control over this region by the global
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powers-that-be (PTB). If certain Iranian leaders join in with the PTB, then there
the likelihood of overt WW3 is greatly reduced, if not then this likelihood
increases dramatically. Nothing surprising about this, since there is always a
problem of competition among those seeking global hegemony. Either way, the
overall human condition on this planet does not change for the better, only
localized style and form of enslavement changes.
Many national leaders are not convinced about the capacity of the powers-that-be
shadow government to deploy space and ground based directed energy weapons
and so this presents another timing issue. The more time elapses, then the more
likely certain technical problems will be overcome in the simultaneous global
deployment of directed energy weapons by the global shadow government. Thus
the likelihood of an overt WW3 increases as this is the closest thing to
“conventional” warfare in this era, including the use of low yield nuclear
weapons.
As I wrote to one person who was reporting a dramatic change in chemtrail
intensity and perceived toxicity, whether we die from our bodies from chemtrails,
war, earth changes, or old age, etc. this is but one challenge we have before us as
awakening spriitual beings and awakening human beings.
-ASK
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Scenarios for Engineered Global Chaos and Conflict
« Reply #51 on: February 24, 2011, 08:08:56 PM tz-US/NY »

Scenarios for Engineered Global Chaos and Conflict
February 23, 2011
Please note that I am no longer tracking or posting details of what is going on
in these various countries. There is little point, and so much is misdirection, lies,
and speculation.
These postings on the world situation are offered to simply to help you be more
aware of the growing chaos and surreality of the 3d matrix world and thus be
forewarned so you do not react in any of the ways that the powers-that-be
would like you to.
Just because the "CIA" or "State Department", MI5, MI6, etc., etc. "didn't see it
coming" does not mean one should believe such statements from professional
liars at face value. Why should you? Remember, these various official agencies
are not the same as the shadow government of the powers-that-be and thus they
are not the repository of the true agendas, etc. These organizations are merely
instruments of power, and charged to misdirect, obfuscate, lie, and of course
implement domestic and global political objectives. Also remember, that the
really important political goals are set by the powers-that-be and their shadow
government. When these agendas are agreed upon, then they direct their public
officials, including those heads-of-state, what it is that is expected of them.
Sometimes heads-of-state are not informed and are expected to play along as best
as possible.
There is no “global political awakening” going on and it is no coincidence that
there is a large section of Islamicists who advocate “global awakening” –
according to “Islamic law”, of course. We are witnessing an engineered rapid
dissembling of many national populations and political cliques. This is occurring
all over the world, including within the USA. Those who are knowing of the
spiritual transformational processes need to stay focused and to bear in mind
that spiritual awakening has nothing whatsoever to do with the political dramas
that are now being orchestrated preliminary to a new alignment of the world
control under the powers-that-be.
Consider the region of Northern Africa/Mesopotamia and some of the “Stans”
(such as Pakistan and Afghanistan) in a state of turmoil and with “interim” or
“provisional” governments at best. Imagine oil and gas supplies to Europe, China,
USA, etc. interrupted. Food and fuel prices skyrocket. Various national mass
“publics” are presented with variations on a familiar propaganda menu: An
escalating global oil and gas crisis; Widespread engineered social chaos and
conflicts that are packaged to public consumption as “democratic movements”; In
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each area of the greatest chaos, military or interim provisional governments
provide further support for “hopeaholism”; A “strategic crisis” mentality is
cultivated to help rationalize major military interventions that are advertised to
end the global crisis, help the false democracy movements, keep control over
“our” petroleum and gas, etc., etc., ad nauseum.
This is an engineered “strategic crisis” by the powers-that-be. They are moving as
swiftly as possible now. One day Assange is headline news, another day, he is
expendable. One day Saddam Hussein is a great USA ally, then he is expendable.
Presidents, prime ministers, etc. all are purely utilitarian and eventually
expendable. Those who do perform well in and out of office are lavishly rewarded.
It is ironic that such a grotesque caricature as Gaddafi is one of the few
figureheads to say something actually truthful and revealing. Having served his
purpose, tomorrow he will be gone, one way or another.
See the pattern? Nation, race, religion, ideology, etc. –none of these things are
important to the powers-that-be. Not even money.
One version of this intervention is a regional positioning of representatives of the
“major powers” of China, Russia, & USA/Europe in a remake or sequel to the
early Mesopotamia power grab of the early 1900’s when the Dutch, British,
French, and USA flags advanced into the region supported by military and
financial power and Israel eventually was created as a convenient interim powerbase.
This likely leads to major international war between certain factions and likely
involving Iran and Israel in overt warfare as well. Use of low to medium yield
nuclear weapons is almost assured. Even with a “cooling off period” this then
extends to more widespread warfare. The possibility of direct attacks upon the
mainland of Russia, China, USA, etc. grows in likelihood.
A similar pattern of growing mass chaos and conflict is introduced into certain
European and North American countries and locales. Public employee unions
and other types of organized factions are encouraged to exacerbate the situation
and stimulate further chaos and conflict between various factions and social
strata. This sets up a false dichotomy and mental chaos with people who believe
in the concept of unions, material living standards, government “services”, etc.,
yet also stimulates the formation of a polarity with those who zealously identify
with their government jobs including enforcement. This contributes further to
the social basis for more and more overt social repression. Military and police are
ordered to stand against a citizenry that has been deliberately riled up by various
provocateurs who of course will play to the very real dissatisfaction of people with
their lives, much as it is being done in various countries in the
Mesopotamia/North Africa region.
There are two major wild cards amidst all this:
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One is the potential impact of catastrophic changes with the planetary and space
environments. In addition to direct bio-energetics effects on humans, this would
likely shut down an enormous portion of electronic and electric power
technologies globally. Military, commercial, and governmental equipment that is
shielded would survive but most extant power and digital communications
networks would fail. Planetary upheavals in the atmosphere, volcanism, tidal
actions, extreme flooding, droughts, and the indications of a crustal shift and
change to the angle of the spin axis.
The other is a confounding of military and alien technologies to create false “alien
invasion” scenarios designed to oblige people to become “unified” under the
powers-that-be against a “common threat”. It is already proven in many
countries in Europe and North America that it is easy to get the mass public to
comply with all manner of absurd affronts to their persons in the name of
“security”. The mass entertainment media is conveying two kinds of aliens
encounters – malevolent and benign. At some point this will shift, most likely
toward promoting aliens as malevolent.
The really major wild card in all this is the massive changes to the planetary and
space environment, thus pre-empting some portion of global warfare.
-ASK
Feb 24
Libya is one of the key "oil depots" for the global powers. There will be all manner
of "strange bedfellows" actively or tacitly agreeing to a military intervention in
any one of these countries. LIBYA is most likely since it is of such importance and
its public head of state is a bespoke patsy for such an engineered set-up. I would
not be surprised if the Iranians join in somehow. If so, it would be one more
particle of evidence that the dominant Iranian political clique is more aligned
with the global powers-that-be than most would suspect.
Feb 25
"Hundreds" of US, British, French military "advisors" landed in the eastern
portion of Libya.
also... China National Petroleum company evacuated 12,000 Chinese from Libya.
This was partly stimulated by Chinese getting attacked in Libya. (Do not presume
it was merely honest Libyan protestors interested in honest nationalistic
democracy.
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Microcosm of WW3
« Reply #52 on: February 25, 2011, 02:37:55 PM tz-US/NY »

Microcosm of Possible WW3 Trigger
I am taking the trouble to explain some of this to help clue readers in and thus
better prepared. Most others are parroting the usual engineered memes and
propaganda that this is all about social revolution and some "mass awakening".
The spiritual implications of buying into this is to lose ones nascent spiritual
energy and momentum to the control matrix and what lies behind it. - ASK.
As per previous posting (Scenarios for Engineered Global Chaos and Conflict http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1071.msg5058;topicseen#
msg5058) there is the distinct possibility of any one of these “engineered
democracy movements” to become a convenient trigger for an outbreak of WW3.
Libya seems to be in the forefront with the usual mix of global interests (USA,
Britain, France, etc.) but with addition of the up and coming superpower (China)
to the mix.
Announcements have been made of USA, French, British "military advisors"
landing in Eastern Libya and other announcements of 12,000 Chinese getting
evacuated. Mobs of honest pro-democracy people "suddenly" rising up and
"suddenly" attacking Chinese interests generally does not occur without specific
leadership and specific direction and specific planning. Masses of people who are
making a point, tend to mass in large open areas, participate in parades/marches,
and hold up home made signs (emphasis on home made). The Chinese may be
patient with the process, but will not walk away and will make their demands
known privately. Connect the dots.
Noteworthy are the remarks and charges of Gaddafi that both the "Muslim
Brotherhood" and "Al Qaeda" are behind all this. How ironic it is that this is
coming from someone who has been shaped into an iconic caricature of a "crazy
leader". There is much to read between the lines here in looking at the larger
patterns for the region of Mesopotamia, the "Stans", and Northern Africa.
-ASK
PS
Interesting paper from the 1990's - "forecasts" similar situation as today. ... fake
revolutions as alternative steps toward overt warfare and occupation.
http://www.strategicstudiesinstitute.army.mil/pdffiles/PUB241.pdf
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Warning to USA Readers
« Reply #53 on: February 26, 2011, 12:07:34 AM tz-US/NY »

Warning to USA Readers
The dynamic patterns of engineered social chaos and dissemblage are now being
applied in the USA.
There are no sides to take in any of this.
No sides whatsoever.
There will be the tendency to forget this important caution if you are energetically
entangled with the USA, whatever your intentions or motivations may be .
For those who would like a more complete understanding, please see the articles
that were published at PFCN-Global Awakening News on Wealth, Collapse and
War and The Fall of the Nations around 2008/2009 - Link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Fall%20of%20the%20Nations.pdf
-ASK
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Dubai – World Island Development
Feb 14 2011
From a world of excesses and colossal waste, a metaphor for human civilization
and the planetary environment. Sometimes a picture can convey more meaning
than words.

(Above) As planned …
sea…

And as it is disintegrating into the
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Food, Energy, and Other “Crises”
« Reply #104 on: February 16, 2011, 02:48:08 AM tz-US/NY »
Food, Energy, and Other “Crises”
Feb 14, 2011
While there have been important losses of agricultural production due to
droughts, flooding, heat, cold, etc. This has nothing to do with rising food prices.
But you will daily see headlines that deliberately link rising food prices to some
weather or other disaster. Recently it was “extreme cold in Mexico” damaged
majority of food growing for export to the USA and thus higher prices.
The true labor and material cost of growing and harvesting and processing plants
has not changed much. What has changed is the deliberate manipulations of
prices and the deliberate financial speculation in prices designed mainly to drive
prices up. Over a longer period, there is the added factor of a slow wave of
hyperinflation. A loaf of bread is still made in a similar way as it was 50 or 100
years ago. But in enumerated dollars, a loaf of bread costs nearly 100 times what
it did a century ago.
Concerning the notion of “peak oil” and “fossil fuels”. Those who know the
difference, know that oil is abiotic – in other words it is primarily a mineral
produced by processes to the Earth. It is not a “fossil fuel”. Think about this.
There is no “peak oil” and various self-described “truthsayers” have promoted
“peak oil” under the guise of being early warnings of system failure. More
falsehoods. The planet will soon be shutting off oil/gas due to crustal changes. Oil
plays a role in the internal electro-mechanical dynamics of the planet. It was not
intended to be siphoned off and converted to myriad poisonous substances.
Returning to the main point of food. There is an insane meat production industry
globally that wastes enormous quantities of plant-based foods to support the
proliferation of eating animal flesh. Not unlike the tobacco industry, the meat
industry has deliberately spread itself as a global disease through fast food and
other global food systems. Like fluoride consumption, eating of the flesh of
animals, especially warm-blooded ones, as a regular part of ones diet distorts the
vibrational state of the physical and in turn affects ones non-physical state of
consciousness. And then there are all those chemicals in the animals body –partly
from toxic feedstocks and partly from the release of various hormone-like
chemicals preceding slaughter. The industries related to increasing animal flesh
destroys vast amounts of land and other resources and distorts the growing of
food plants.
Not unlike factory farming of animals, cubicle and factory workers dutifully go to
jobs that for the most part are useless occupations that mostly support the
parasitism of the powers-that-be.
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It is not the fault of the masses that things are as they are, for the most part, they
do not know any better and lack the impetus and wit to effect change for
themselves in cooperation with others. It is not unlike being made into an addict
and by the time you suspect something, it often may seem too late to withdraw.
Those who do understand, or who have few options remaining, are leaving the
cities to establish a simpler rural life for themselves when possible. But event this
is difficult given the patterns and dynamics of land ownership.
The “food crisis” is one of a number of deliberately staged situations to force
more into submission and to trigger chaos among those who would protest their
living conditions.
Home gardens or cooperative/community gardens with their neighbors is a good
way to at have a taste of what could happen when you leave the control system.
-ASK
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Use of A-I Software to Manipulate Online Social Networking and Web
Forums
« Reply #11 on: February 25, 2011, 11:13:26 PM tz-US/NY »

Note: Software for developing, tracking and controlling characters,
including the pre-set parameters of dynamics of emotional
psychology and flexible definition of plot/sub-plot parameters has
been in screenplay writing for years. It is the ability to expand upon
the numbers to hundreds of characters that requires a more
sophisticated expert system/A-I and the need to control the IP
addresses for each.
This is one of the ways of manipulating via remote control mass
chaos in various locales. Once there is mass mobilizations and more
chaos and limited logistical leadership then it is easy to trim tab
steer the appearances of mass unrest.
So now you can insert this as you read between the lines of the so
called social networking social revolutions.
Yet another reason why I will not participate in or respond to any
social networking sites. And yet anotyher reason why most of the
television and movie writing seems so dismal and banal to those who
have maintained their discernment
-ASK
Revealed: Air Force ordered software to manage army of fake virtual
people
By Stephen C. Webster
Friday, February 18th, 2011 -- 3:07 pm
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2011/02/18/revealed-air-force-ordered-softwareto-manage-army-of-fake-virtual-people/
Update (below): HBGary Federal among bidders
These days, with Facebook and Twitter and social media galore, it can be
increasingly hard to tell who your "friends" are.
But after this, Internet users would be well advised to ask another question
entirely: Are my "friends" even real people?
In the continuing saga of data security firm HBGary, a new caveat has come to
light: not only did they plot to help destroy secrets outlet WikiLeaks and discredit
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progressive bloggers, they also crafted detailed proposals for software that
manages online "personas," allowing a single human to assume the identities of
as many fake people as they'd like.
The revelation was among those contained in the company's emails, which were
dumped onto bittorrent networks after hackers with cyber protest group
"Anonymous" broke into their systems.
In another document unearthed by "Anonymous," one of HBGary's employees
also mentioned gaming geolocation services to make it appear as though selected
fake persons were at actual events.
"There are a variety of social media tricks we can use to add a level of realness to
all fictitious personas," it said.
Government involvement
Eerie as that may be, more perplexing, however, is a federal contract from the 6th
Contracting Squadron at MacDill Air Force Base, located south of Tampa,
Florida, that solicits providers of "persona management software."
While there are certainly legitimate applications for such software, such as
managing multiple "official" social media accounts from a single input, the more
nefarious potential is clear.
Unfortunately, the Air Force's contract description doesn't help dispel suspicions.
As the text explains, the software would require licenses for 50 users with 10
personas each, for a total of 500. These personas would have to be "replete with
background , history, supporting details, and cyber presences that are technically,
culturally and geographacilly consistent."
It continues, noting the need for secure virtual private networks that randomize
the operator's Internet protocol (IP) address, making it impossible to detect that
it's a single person orchestrating all these posts. Another entry calls for static IP
address management for each persona, making it appear as though each fake
person was consistently accessing from the same computer each time.
The contract also sought methods to anonymously establish virtual private
servers with private hosting firms in specific geographic locations. This would
allow that server's "geosite" to be integrated with their social media profiles,
effectively gaming geolocation services.
The Air Force added that the "place of performance" for the contract would be at
MacDill Air Force Base, along with Kabul, Afghanistan and Baghdad. The
contract was offered on June 22, 2010.
It was not clear exactly what the Air Force was doing with this software, or even if
it had been procured.
Manufacturing consent
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Though many questions remain about how the military would apply such
technology, the reasonable fear should be perfectly clear. "Persona management
software" can be used to manipulate public opinion on key information, such as
news reports. An unlimited number of virtual "people" could be marshaled by
only a few real individuals, empowering them to create the illusion of consensus.
You could call it a virtual flash mob, or a digital "Brooks Brothers Riot," so to
speak: compelling, but not nearly as spontaneous as it appears.
That's precisely what got DailyKos blogger Happy Rockefeller in a snit: the
potential for military-run armies of fake people manipulating and, in some cases,
even manufacturing the appearance of public opinion.
"I don't know about you, but it matters to me what fellow progressives think," the
blogger wrote. "I consider all views. And if there appears to be a consensus that
some reporter isn't credible, for example, or some candidate for congress in
another state can't be trusted, I won't base my entire judgment on it, but it carries
some weight.
"That's me. I believe there are many people though who will base their judgment
on rumors and mob attacks. And for those people, a fake mob can be really
effective."
It was Rockefeller who was first to highlight the Air Force's "persona" contract,
which was available on a public website.
A call to MacDill Air Force Base, requesting an explanation of the contract and
what this software might be used for, was answered by a public affairs officer who
promised a call-back. No reply was received at time of this story's publication.
Other e-mails circulated by HBGary's CEO illuminate highly personal data about
critics of the US Chamber of Commerce, including detailed information about
their spouses and children, as well as their locations and professional links. The
firm, it was revealed, was just one part of a group called "Team Themis," tasked
by the Chamber to come up with strategies for responding to progressive bloggers
and others.
"Team Themis" also included a proposal to use malware hacks against
progressive organizations, and the submission of fake documents in an effort to
discredit established groups.
HBGary was also behind a plot by Bank of America to destroy WikiLeaks'
technology platform, other emails revealed. The company was humiliated by
members of "Anonymous" after CEO Aaron Barr bragged that he'd "infiltrated"
the group.
A request for comment emailed to HBGary did not receive a reply.
Update: HBGary Federal among bidders
A list of interested vendors responding to the Air Force contract for "persona
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management software" included HBGary subsideary HBGary Federal, further
analysis of a government website has revealed.
Other companies that offered their services included Global Business Solutions
and Associates LLC, Uk Plus Logistics, Ltd., NevinTelecom, Bunker
Communications and Planmatrix LLC.
Tags: Base, contract, contract description, facebook, federal contract, firm,
gaming, MacDill, media accounts, mob, myspace, person, persona management,
protest group, secure virtual private networks, virtual private networks,
Wikileaks
///end
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Radiation Hazards and Discernment
Updated April 16th
Anyone who is curious or actually worried about radiation dangers, needs to learn
something about different forms of radiation (the main ones indicating from radioactivity
are alpha, beta, and gamma) and to pay attention to radioisotope elements. Different
elements bind to plant and animal tissues differently. Research this and learn something.
There are those who think nothing of walking around with a cell phone or wireless piece
fastened on their head or next to vital organs and live and work amidst an EMF soup of
slow death or disease. Likewise, there are those who will not spend any money for a good
water filter for their drinking or cooking water and think nothing of flooding their body
with various toxic chemicals each day. Yet they will panic when they hear the words
“nuclear radiation”. Utter foolishness!
As it is with chemtrails, it is downright foolish to go out in the rain if there are chemtrails
above the clouds. Likewise, if chemtrailing is low in elevation, regardless of
precipitation, it is foolish to be outside very long in it. If you live in a high-risk area for
radiation, this can become a concern for similar reasons.
There is no panacea of supplements to take, only to be aware and careful about your
exposure outdoors and foods. For some, this means buying a radiation monitor. There are
low cost ones that will give you a general indication --the better ones are about $500 and
higher in price.
Do not take radiation supplements until you have researched what you are taking and
why and how to take it. Too many are taking potassium iodide in ways that are
potentially dangerous! This is ignorance and fear in action!
Also, consuming Miso in copious quantities is not very sensible given that there are
compounds formed in many types of Miso that are comparable to using MSG, and many
contain high concentrations of soy metabolites. Further, there are very few sources of
good quality organic Miso outside of Japan and most are very expensive. One East Coast
USA company is South River Miso, pricey but good.
Remember, many areas of the world are sufficiently distant from "ground zero" that the
radiation is very dispersed. Weather patterns moving across certain land forms create
patterns can concentrate radiation, dusts, agricultural & industrial pollutants, etc., and
thus certain areas such as the North America West Coast, Rockies, etc. tend to be at a
higher risk. Some areas due to geology, have naturally occurring high levels of
radioactivity such as from Radon and other substances.
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There are many atmospheric models that are specific to elevation. Just because there is a
jet stream model for miles high does not mean that radiation occurs on the ground below
it!
When you are reading about radiation in milk or groundwater, etc., ask what was the
background levels one year prior? It is possible in some instances of recent radiation
monitoring that this has present from local industrial or natural sources, decades of insane
the use of thousands of nuclear weapons throughout recent decades, and more recently
from with the widespread dispersion of depleted uranium throughout the world from
military practice ranges and recent decades of continuous war. There are areas in the
world now (such as Iraq) where a healthy and not-deformed child is considered a miracle!
///
So now given all this, what is really most important? The biospheric environment of this
planet is increasingly hostile to healthy human and other life. Human civilization is
rapidly dying.
///
So if you are one of those who are called to form those “islands of light” choose wisely
where you go to form new cooperative communities away from the cities. Nowhere is
completely safe. But precautions can be taken and some locations are better than others. I
am glad to offer suggestions.
///
Some sources from which we have purchased various portable monitoring equipment
from over the years are:
Less EMF: http://www.lessemf.com/ and Alpha Lab: http://www.trifield.com/ and
Allied http://www.biof.com/index.asp
(Note Alpha lab does not yet offer nuclear radiation detectors)
///
Arnie Gunderson of Fairewinds Associates has been providing the most intelligent
updates based upon many sources and expertise.
He certainly does not cover everything, but for those who are most interested, his updates
provide at least one important source of information at a time when on the one hand there
is very little but mass media blather to lull everyone into forgetting all about this --and
the usual wild speculation and fear mongering of the so-called "alternative media" on the
other hand.
http://www.fairewinds.com/updates
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http://www.fairewinds.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cLoW-LIR_dk
///
Radiation Network - a small but growing attempt at independent monitoring of North
America, etc. http://www.radiationnetwork.com/
For reference, here is a an excellent 7-minute graphical animation of nuclear weapons use
from 1945 on that is overlaid on the world map - thousands of nuclear weapons used!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U8CZAKSsNA ---And these are ONLY the
officially documented ones. Israel, South Africa, and others are noticeably absent from
this graphic, as are space or high altitude uses. Tons of depleted uranium is not
accounted for either.
(Oh yes, and then there are those idiots who are channelling the usual rubbish continuing
to say that the "space aliens" will not allow humans to use nuclear weapons and to keep
supporting Obama, of course. (Is this stupid, insane, or what?)
///
Recently Spiegel Online presented 20 zones of radioactive "no-mans lands" around the
world. It is only a superficial survey. The actual number of such zones is at least ten
times that.
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0%2C1518%2C756369-8%2C00.html
///
******************
I will append other sources here over time.
-Alex
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Radiation and Other Toxic Fallout and The Problem of Gardening and Food
Growing
As I wrote in the article linked below, there are many profound problems today, and
unless you are directly in a HIGH radiation zone, you need to consider the big picture.
Naturally while we are here, embodied and paying close attention to our "inner net" -after all that is where the REAL action is -- there is the matter of maintaining and even
enhancing physical health and well being. Our physical state affects our subtle bodies
and vice versa. Of course, once one reaches a more advanced state of consciousness, one
can directly influence BOTH the subtle bodies and the physical systems TOGETHER.
So, for those who are keen on healthy home grown foods, etc., the issues of chemtrails,
radiation, agricultural, and industrial atmospheric fallout and soil and water
contamination becomes a complex problem. Manures, alfalfa, and other traditional
ingredients to our soil and compost are no longer safe. Alfalfa, straw, pellets, and other
hays/straw is most likely contaminated with herbicides, more and more of it is
contaminated with genetically modified cellular material. The newer herbicide
technology is designed to pass through the digestive tracts of farm animals and thus is
directly passed on through their manure. The result can be mutated crops --or early death
to seedlings.
So radiation is only one or many slow-death problems. Let's keep this in perspective.
The toxic chemicals farmers dump in their soils in Eastern Oregon and Washington and
Idaho have been measured in wind-blown dusts. These dusts have been directly traced to
major deformities in birds and many hoofed animals. Sometimes this dust mixes into
clouds formation and the result is a mud-like rain. One problem associated with this is
deformed teeth and jaw structures in wild animals resulting in starvation due to an
inability to masticate or pick up their food.
Imagine what this is doing to the humans!
So you can scan produce from your garden or store for radiation. If you live in a high-risk
area, this is a smart thing to do. But what about everything else?
One approach is a plastic canopy of UV-resistant polyethylene. This usually lasts 5 years
or so before breaking down. It will keep contaminated rain off of plants and soil but it
does not protect against windblown contamination. This method also requires more
intensive irrigation and potentially can boost insect pests.
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I suspect that there will be more growing food under greenhouses, but this requires
extensive ventilation and shading during mid-year heat and adds to the overall cost and
labor effort and increases insect pest problems, etc.
Wheatgrass, certain beans, and other seeds can be readily grown in window boxes and
with artificial light. Growing media can be soil-less using certified organic coconut
matting, etc. Obviously this requires the addition of clean and healthful nuitrients. It is an
important source of vitamins, mierals, proteins, etc. that you can add to your diet.
-ASK
PS
For those who have seen the latest, there is a short thread on the major events and
comments, sources, etc.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1227.msg5153.html#msg5153
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